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Summary
Higher education is facing unprecedented challenges with an increasing demand for
high quality education, driven by tougher global competition. Student numbers are
fast growing at most universities, whereas the sources of funding are not proportion-
ally increasing. Subsequently, the teaching staff’s workload gets higher and higher
hence putting the quality standards at risk. As class sizes increase, it becomes more
difficult to learn in a highly teacher-controlled environment, since the teacher can-
not sufficiently address individual student’s needs. Therefore, a teacher should be
conceptually seen as a facilitator for students, who provides them with guidance
and opportunities to explore and make sense of their subjects of study.
Sustainable quality education requires novel approaches to teaching and learn-
ing, to provide the best education with a minimum amount of resources. For in-
stance, students should be encouraged to be more active in their learning rather
than being passive receivers of the instruction. This study calls for a fundamental
shift from instructionism (a teacher focussed educational practice) towards con-
structivism (a student focussed educational practice); keeping in mind that a combi-
nation of both practices may be needed in certain cases. In addition to adopting the
appropriate educational praxis, innovations in educational technology can further
enhance the learning experience.
Mobile media tablets are gaining popularity with university students as technol-
ogy matures. Besides communication and digital media consumption as their pri-
mary functions, the latest mobile media tablets can also be used for data production
and processing in teaching and learning contexts. This work revisits the practice of
peer assessment as a means of formative assessment. Based on user centred design
principles, engineering students at the University of Agder (Norway) and Kigali In-
stitute of Science and Technology (Rwanda) were involved in developing a media
tablet technology supported peer assessment system. The students’ role in system
development is reported as well as their active learning through peer assessment
of mathematics assignments. Results of the experimental study generally showed
improvements in the technical usability of the system throughout the development
cycle.
Analysis of the pedagogical usability criteria suggests that there are possible
learning gains of using such a system. The findings indicate that peer feedback has
a potential to improve students’ learning achievement and that media tablets hold a
promising solution in learning mathematics and related subjects. Furthermore, the
challenges of implementing effective peer assessment systems supported by new
information and communication technology are discussed.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation
A little while ago, in December 2011, while visiting a rural secondary school in
Rwanda, I learnt that on average a typical classroom houses 90 students with a sin-
gle teacher for any given subject. On the same trip, I also attended a Mathematics
lecture session at the Kigali Institute of Science and Technology, where the lecturer
was teaching about 150 students. In both cases, the teaching was characterised by
the use of textbooks, basic blackboard and chalk as the only tools to support the
teacher. The existence of largely crowded classrooms is not only a common sight
in developing countries, but the situation is not much different in some developed
countries, even though more technology is utilized in the latter ones. For example,
more than 400 students registered for a mathematics course that was run at Univer-
sity of Agder, Norway, in the autumn semester, 2011. What was different here was
that a live video stream was available for students who can not find a seat in the
lecture hall. In all the three cases mentioned above, there was a common challenge
in terms of how much assistance a teacher could provide to each individual student
given the class size.
The last three decades have seen the world moving towards a knowledge econ-
omy, where knowledge is considered as a product or asset that can produce value.
As a consequence, people of all walks of life are thriving to acquire more knowl-
edge, a fact that has triggered a tremendous increase in number of students world-
wide. University of Agder and Norwegian universities in general are a testimony
to this phenomenon, with a steady increase of students’ enrolment for the last five
years as shown in Figure 1.1. Given the current trend, it is not surprising that there
are predictions of worldwide number of students doubling by the year 2025 [3]
compared to current situation.
3
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Figure 1.1: Annual registered university students in Norway
Further on, it is not only the number of students which is rising, but also the cost
of education per student is getting worryingly high. Figure 1.2 shows a three-fold
increase over a period of 20 years in the United States of America, an average from
public, private not-for-profit and for-profit 4-years undergraduate degree granting
institutions. Recent statistics from the American institutions of higher learning in-
dicate that “between 2000 –01 and 2010 –11, prices for undergraduate tuition, room,
and board at public institutions rose by 42 %, and prices at private not-for-profit in-
stitutions rose by 31 %, after adjustment for inflation” [4].
In addition to the general increase of the number of students as well as the cost
of education, institutions of higher learning are also challenged by students’ de-
partures either as dropouts or transfers to other institutions. A study conducted in
Norway in 2005 [5] found out that more than 50 % of all students leave their initial
institution before graduation, including 17 % who never graduate with a degree.
Even more alarmingly, in October 2012, The Telegraph newspaper in the United
Kingdom, published from official data, that a record number of students left uni-
versity courses in 2011, with a 13 % increase in one year [6]. The article goes on
to indicate that 21.6 % of all university students are not likely to graduate at all,
with just 48.6% expected to complete the degree course (in some cases). One of
the possible reasons for the students to dropout and fail to complete their studies is
the insufficient institutional support and the lack of alternative measures to address
the negative effects of large class sizes [7], [8], [9]. Given the high costs of hiring
teaching staff and the increasing number of students, universities and colleges can
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not afford to provide the same level of student support by using traditional teach-
ing and learning methods only. Traditionally, the teacher was considered the main
source of knowledge, whereby the students expected to learn from his/her instruc-
tion in a pretty much passive way. A typical traditional lecture is a live, face-to-face
lecture taking place in a physical classroom or lecture hall, where one person (the
teacher) speaks most of the time with little or no interventions from the students.
To cope with the increasingly complex and demanding work environments, ed-
ucational systems need to make significant improvements in the way the knowledge
is produced and transmitted or transferred among/between the people. The revo-
lution of education requires a combination of efforts to understand the processes
of human learning and innovations in learning technology. The students’ learning
should be facilitated in the best possible way without increasing the workload for
the teaching staff. Engaging students in knowledge construction process and provi-
sion of frequent high quality feedback on learning achievement, has the potential to
address the above raised issues. This approach however, comes with various chal-
lenges of its own, especially with practical implementation in particular subjects,
such as the mathematics.
Mathematical subjects are taught at different levels of undergraduate studies and
are a prerequisite for all engineering students. Usually, students from different en-
gineering specialties are offered to take mathematics classes together, which may
result in even larger classes compared to other subjects.
Learning mathematics often requires doing regular exercises, with access to
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feedback on the achievement or learning progress. A step by step detailed feed-
back is one of the key elements to a successful learning of mathematics, given that
an error can be committed at any given step of the answer, making the final an-
swer wrong. A provider of this kind of feedback needs to carefully read through
the mathematical expressions, with a possibility to indicate any mistakes/errors at
the exact location on the worksheet. The process of distributing the exercises, col-
lecting the answersheets, marking them and providing the feedback on paper for
every student can be very time consuming and quite infeasible for one teacher with
hundreds of students. Despite the teachers’ good intentions, the task is too huge to
accomplish for larger classes.
The provision of frequent feedback to hundreds of students can be effectively
achieved if the students take part in feedback provision, whereby the whole process
is facilitated by the use of appropriate Information and Communication Technol-
ogy (ICT) tools. In this context, the students play a very important role in their
successful learning as they serve not only as the recipients of knowledge, but they
also participate, and collaborate to construct knowledge. It is important to under-
stand how this can be achieved, considering the differences in the students’ abilities,
learning styles, and the complexity of mathematics as a subject. Several studies [10]
[11] have reported positive effects of the peer assessment, a process through which
a group of people such as students can rate each other and provide feedback (peer
feedback).
It is noted that the subject of interest being mathematics, there is a need to find
a technological solution that can handle the writing of mathematical expressions
in a natural way and with the least efforts. Even though several studies praise the
benefits of automated assessment and feedback [12] [13] [14], there are issues re-
lated to typing answers and the lack of possibilities to present answers in alternative
ways, such as using diagrams (graphically) or different methods for constructed
responses rather than multiple choice responses [15]. Chaoui [16] suggests that
constructed response tests can evaluate higher order thinking whereas the multi-
ple choice tests assess simple factual recognition. Taking into consideration those
key points, this study aims to find out how to better provide a peer feedback in
the context of mathematics education with large classes at university. Computer
technology supported solutions can potentially come in handy while dealing with
large classes. The research conducted intends to determine if technology based so-
lutions would be accepted by the students[17][18]. It is indeed desirable to work
with university students from different countries, in order to appreciate the impact
of social-cultural influences on the solutions’ acceptance[19][20][21]. Two studies
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are eventually conducted in Norway and Rwanda, with the involvement of teachers
and students from an institution of higher learning in each country.
Currently, the majority of students in universities and colleges are digital na-
tives, who use various electronic equipments in their daily lives. Recently, media
tablets like the iPad1 are gaining popularity among the students. Besides communi-
cations and digital media consumption, as their primary functions, the latest media
tablets are also being used for data production and processing in teaching and learn-
ing contexts. With regards to this, it shall be studied how to use them for feedback
provisioning in mathematics learning. Media tablets, which are mobile devices, can
be part of the solution as they support the electronic generation and distribution of
feedback. Their touch sensitive screens can be used to naturally write mathematical
expressions and make comments at any desired step of the answer. It is equally
important to investigate the students’ behaviour as they use media tablets and ap-
plications for feedback provision. This consists of the students’ expectations, their
attitudes and ability of use as well as the pedagogical utility of the student feedback
provision process.
1.2 Research questions
The evolution of the art of teaching spans more than two millennia. Tremendous
research efforts were initially directed towards the improvements of teaching theory
and praxis, only recently the focus has shifted towards the learning process. The in-
troduction of computer aided learning (CAL) in the early 70’s, brought about a lot of
changes, with new approaches to teaching and learning; including the active learn-
ing, student-centred learning [22], virtual learning [23][24] and ubiquitous learning
[25] just to name a few. Although these latest developments have enormously con-
tributed to the way people acquire knowledge today, many challenges still need to
be addressed in order to provide answers to many open questions in teaching and
learning praxis.
This research work aims to contribute to the understanding of how students learn
in a community mediated by technology. It will explore the learning of mathemat-
ics through regular assessments and feedback provided by students (for other stu-
dents), in what is referred to as peer-to-peer assessment (P2PASS) process hereafter.
This approach heavily relies on technology solutions and derives from an analogy
with the peer-to-peer computer networks, where each computer works as a server
(source) and a client (sink) for others. The study also investigates the students’ at-
1http://www.apple.com/ipad/
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titudes towards using the technology tools. Students are involved throughout the
study as it strives to answer key questions under the following four themes:
1. Concept: How to use peer-to-peer assessment in mathematics education?
2. User aspects (Acceptance, usability, motivation and engagement): What are
students’ attitudes towards media technology supported P2PASS in mathe-
matics education at the university level? Can peer-to-peer assessment moti-
vate and engage students more into studying mathematics?
3. Technology aspects: Is a media tablet supported P2PASS solution feasible
and manageable?
4. Teacher and organization aspects: Would teachers and the university as an
organization embrace a media tablet supported P2PASS solution? What are
the challenges for implementing such a solution?
1.3 Research methodology
This research work addresses issues related to how people acquire knowledge, how
they interact with technology enhanced learning environments, and seeks to develop
usable technology solutions that are suitable for constructing and acquiring math-
ematical knowledge. Students and teachers are seen as the primary users of such
solutions, hence their opinions can have a considerable impact either positively or
negatively on any proposed solution. We have worked with university students and
teachers from early concept development, and they were progressively involved in
the design process. The ultimate goal is to make a solution which can meet the
users’ requirements and to increase the chances of the solution’s acceptance.
The question of which research methodology to adopt is very crucial for any
research work, because the methodology is linked to the research questions that
can be addressed within the boundaries of the particular research expectations. The
methodology puts limits on the answers that can be provided. For example, there is
a possibility to use a paper based solution to explore mathematics education through
P2PASS process. However, a paper-based solution can not allow the study to ob-
tain valuable results of our interest. For instance, we need a digital solution to save
time and reduce the administrative efforts required for handling a considerably large
number of students.
Since our field of study combines research into education and human com-
puter interaction, we need to combine the methods that are used in both worlds.
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Both quantitative and qualitative methods are being used in educational research,
where the former involves data collection techniques such as surveys and exper-
iments whereas the latter typically employs interviews and observations for data
collection. Besides the methods, the orientation of the research, also known as the
approach, is equally important because the same observations can be described and
interpreted differently depending on the way in which the method is used. Twining
[26, p.153] suggests that “the approach employed also has implications for the uses
that can legitimately be made of research outcomes”. He argues that the empiri-
cist approach may lead to making generalisations based on the research outcomes
although the interpretivist approach might not even make generalisation a goal. A
research methodology to be employed is chosen depending on the purpose of the
research. The empiricists believe that the knowledge is derived from the sensory
experience, and we support the view that the scientific knowledge is based on facts
that can be observed through experimentation [27]. It is worthy noting that experi-
ments must be conducted with caution in order to validate the findings. It is indeed
necessary to eliminate all but the hypothetical causes of the event(s) under investi-
gation, if the results are to be ascertained with confidence. It is in this regard that all
of the experiments in this study have been carried out in controlled environments.
In addition to educational research, another important facet of this work is the
usability testing. Despite having some similarities in the methods used, the goal of
the usability testing is rather different. The goal of usability testing is to find design
flaws in order to address the usability problems at various stages of the development
cycle. On the other hand, the goal of the experimental research in education is to
validate new assertions as well as the existing theories of interest.
As a methodology, I have chosen prototyping of a media tablet based solution
to figure out whether the technology is mature enough to be used and also to un-
derstand additional issues, such as how to integrate technology in future teaching
and learning, how to follow up students’ progress on an individual basis and how
to automatically derive usage data/statistics. By using prototyping methodology,
we were able to design, test and implement a model of a P2PASS system within
the time frame of the study. Given the study’s limitations on time and resources, I
have considered to first use off-the shelf iOS2 based mobile applications, and then
proceed with designing a new mobile web application based on feedback from the
student test users. Following the principles of user centred design [28][29], the in-
vestigations in this study were undertaken as an iterative process, where the users
provide data upon the receipt of which the designer/investigator makes necessary
2http://www.apple.com/ios/
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improvements.
Several smaller tests were undertaken because they are likely to generate more
: Major problems
: Medium problems
: Minor problems
Usability test ni 
Usability test  ni+2  
Usability test  ni+1 
Usability test  ni+4  
n : Number of test 
users
i : Usability test    
iteration number 
Figure 1.3: Iterative usability testing
feedback than a few extensive tests which are usually more expensive in terms of the
invested time and money. Small user samples allow to immediately identify bigger
issues of the solution, which are eventually addressed leaving room to the smaller
ones and making the development process much faster. Figure 1.3 illustrates an
iterative design process which consists of multiple usability tests involving a small
number of test users. At least three design iterations are recommended with up to
10 test users [30]. In this study, we carried out usability testing in multiple steps,
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starting with low fidelity (paper mockup) and medium fidelity testing of initial user
interface designs. Iterative low fidelity testing was done at a very early stage in
our design, as Krug [31, p.134] suggests that “testing one user early in the project
is better than testing 50 near the end”. Later on, multiple high fidelity tests were
carried out on a working prototype.
The following subsections present in details the methods we used for partici-
pants’ recruitment, data collection and analysis as well.
1.3.1 Recruitment of research participants
The sampling method chosen for this work was dictated by the need to select par-
ticipants from groups of students who study mathematics at university level. This
sampling technique, referred to as Purposive sampling [32], consists of selecting
participants based on specific characteristics. The main reason for choosing the
purposive sampling as a technique, is to ensure that the study involves a sample pop-
ulation which can enable the researcher to answer the research questions with a rel-
atively small sample size. Our study involved exploratory research during the early
stages of research, with the aim of finding out whether the idea of peer-assessment
in learning of mathematics using media tablets is worthy investigating or not. At
the middle and later stages, the study also intended to develop a pedagogically and
technically usable tablet technology supported peer-assessment system for mathe-
matics learning. Therefore, there was a need to undertake usability testing of the
system, involving the most appropriate groups of users. To ensure a representative
sample of users, this study first defined the target population’s characteristics and
then proceeded to recruitment. A typical user should be undertaking a university
level mathematics course, with at least one year of university education. This was
to make sure that the potential users have an experience of learning mathematics at
the university and they are still taking at least one mathematics subject at the mo-
ment of investigation, a current student in other words. We know about the learning
history of such students, their marks in previous mathematics exams, and they are
likely to provide a much needed useful feedback because of their experience.
In this study, we have chosen the sample users among undergraduate engineer-
ing students, because mathematics is one of their compulsory subjects. For the
recruitment, we have used three methods to invite them as our study participants:
(a) Invitation by sending e-mails to students; (b) Invitation by actively approaching
the students and offer them to voluntarily participate and (c) Invitation messages
posted to the students’ pages on the Learning Management System (LMS) as well
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as large video screens on campus. One of the major features of purposive sampling,
is the ability to hand-pick participants in order to balance the group sizes and/or
meet certain important characteristics such as the gender and students’ performance
levels. The researcher organised the sample participants into groups with a goal of
meeting the desired traits as far as it is possible (for example there was a limited
number of female participants, which is typical of engineering courses, hence it
was not possible to have a female member in every group). In an effort to minimize
the subjectivity of the researcher (personal bias) and inconsistency of classification
(which usually come with the purposive sampling technique), some of the partici-
pants were selected on a first come, first serve, as they replied to the invitation. It
is also noted that in one experimental setup, all participants took part in the experi-
ment as an alternative to a compulsory assignment: this allowed the study to collect
data from those users who would not be otherwise interested in taking part.
1.3.2 Data collection
1.3.2.1 Interviews
Interviews are considered as a good data collection technique in both education and
human computer interaction research [33] [34]. Interviews are mainly used because
they allow the participants to extensively express their opinions about a topic of
interest. Interviews allow to pose important open ended questions, on which the
interviewees can answer in details and also ask for more clarifications from the
interviewer if need be. The beauty of interviews is that they give room for not
only broad but also deep coverage of the topic under study. In this study, I have
conducted in-depth one-to-one interviews, with small samples of five to 10 users.
Previous studies have shown that small user samples provide enough information
[35][36], that is necessary for an iterative design process. Interviews are important
to understand the users, their thoughts, motivation and challenges of the application
under study.
Depending on the purpose, interviews can take different forms, from free-form
unstructured interview, to semi-structured interview and structured interview. We
have used interviews from initial exploration, where the participants were basically
required to help us understand the needs and potential challenges of devising a solu-
tion for students to better learn mathematics. At the initial stage, interviews covered
a broad range of issues related to learning mathematics and the possibilities of using
mobile technology to improve the learning. Subsequent to understanding the needs
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and expectations of the students, more interviews were employed in requirements
specification, prototyping and evaluation of the design solutions. Jonathan et al.[34]
indicate that interviews allow the researcher to develop further an interesting idea
“on the fly”, with a possibility to rearrange the questions or add new inquiries to
increase the understanding. These authors however, advocate to use caution while
planning and undertaking interviews.
There are risks of getting involved into unbounded discussions if the interview
is too open, i.e. the open-ended questions are vague and lack limits of the permis-
sible extent of the answers. While conducting the interviews in this study, I took
notes and did observe the interviewee’s reactions and attitudes. Additionally, video
and audio recordings were carried out using the microphone and webcamera on the
Laptop Personal Computer (PC). Effectively, the video and audio recordings are
important for future documentation and easier recall of key points. Using notes and
the recordings, I have classified (coded) the main ideas from the interviews into cat-
egories in order to separate important and useful answers from the less important
ones. Further on, the obtained data could be easily interpreted and graphically pre-
sented.
Even though it is reported that it can be time consuming to process raw notes
and audio recording from interviews [37], interviews are useful in user centred de-
sign because the sample size can be limited without affecting the outcome. Nielsen
[38] advises to work with as few as five users to “find almost as many usability
problems as you’d find using many more test participants”. Interviews were used
in this study to get the initial feelings of the users, on how they would react on the
peer feedback as well as their perceptions on the new proposed solution.
1.3.2.2 Survey tools
Web-based surveys have attracted the attention of many researchers because they are
low cost, accessible by many respondents in different geographical areas and they
can be used to generate relatively complex graphical representations of results [39]
in a short time. Web surveys are good tools for automatically generating statistical
analysis. Studies on paper (print)surveys versus web-based surveys [40] [41] found
no significant differences in the results obtained using the two methods. However,
even though the web-based surveys are much better in terms of minimizing the ad-
ministrative work, they suffer from lower response rates. In this study, the response
rates were high because it was natural to use web-based survey as the students were
already using a web based P2PASS solution on iPad tablets.
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In a study on the factors affecting the response rates of the web survey, Fan et.
al. [42] found that low response rates are caused by the problems in survey de-
sign, delivery methods (sampling, invitation designs, incentives etc.) as well as the
technical failures. The authors suggest to use better survey formats in developing a
survey and to apply a sampling technique which is relevant to the research context to
ensure that the respondents can easily access the web survey and effectively submit
their answers. Effective communication is also key to higher response rates, be-
cause the non-responding participants can eventually provide their answers if they
get regular reminders. Our study participants were actively reminded to respond to
the survey as I could physically meet them on campus.
The Google Docs Forms3 were used to design, distribute and answer online sur-
vey questionnaires that we used in this study. The survey tool was complementary
to the semi-structured interviews that were used in usability studies. Four types of
questions were asked: (a) YES/NO type of questions, (b) 1 to 5 Likert scale attitude
questions, (c) Multiple choice questions and (d) Open-ended questions. The online
survey tool is very efficient in distributing questionnaires via Internet, answering
questions and analysing results. After each usability testing session, a hyperlink
was given to participants for accessing the survey form, so that they can answer the
survey while they vividly remember the events of the experiment. On the other hand
however, participants were also able to send in the answers at their convenient time,
provided that they have Internet access.
1.3.2.3 Researcher’s observations
Data collection in a lab setting involves observing the users, to find how they behave
as they interact with the system under study. Observation techniques have been used
in the human computer interaction context not only as controlled observations in
laboratory, but also as naturalistic observations when the observations take place in
a natural, normal context of use. The researcher’s observations are of a great interest
because so often what the users do, in reality, as they undertake a given task may
differ from what they say they would do [43]. During the observation, the observer
tries not to interrupt the users or distract them to ensure that the users perform the
given tasks as they would in the absence of the observer. Users tend also to ask for
assistance from the observer/researcher on how to use the system or the devices, but
the observer must avoid that. Love [44] advised three main techniques used for data
collection while observing:
3http://www.google.com/google-d-s/forms/
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• Audio recording: the researcher records his own observations verbally as the
users perform their tasks. The observer must avoid distracting the users by
attracting their attention to himself as he talks or walk around the testing lab.
• Video recording: video provides a great deal of information on how the users’
react during the usability testing. It captures the users’ actions as they try
to perform the given task. The major drawback of using video lies in the
possibility to obstruct the users as the researcher try to capture the actions on
the user interface. All precautions must be taken to minimize the observer
activity.
• Coding form: the observer writes down what he/she is seeing happening dur-
ing the experiment. It can be quite demanding though, because the observer
has to observe every step of the task and write down the users’ behaviour at
the same time. A screen capture would be better, but in this particular case it
was not possible to do so because of the limitations on the iPad.
During the usability testing in this work, users were required to undertake the Think
Aloud kind of tests while the researcher also recorded users’ actions on the media
tablets. In thinking-aloud, users verbalize their thoughts so that the observer can
have a perception of what they think as they interact with the system under test
[45]. It helps the observer to understand how users view the system, and also their
feelings towards the system. It is important to be aware of the fact that even when
users verbalise their thinking, the verbalisation is still a product of the users and
what they allow for the researcher to hear. The video recordings of the user inter-
faces captured all the users’ activities coupled with their verbal expression; which
are good sources of qualitative data. It is noted that the tests were not carried in
designated usability laboratories; therefore the observer’s presence might have an
impact on the users’ performances as they were in the same room as the observer.
Prototyping in this study, focused on fast development of a running P2PASS
solution in the context of a PhD research project, with limitations on time and re-
sources. I was the only observer (PhD candidate) for all usability testing sessions.
In addition to notes taking, I also used a video camera recorder throughout the ses-
sions for future reference. After the testing sessions, I was watching the videos
to extract valuable information that I would otherwise have missed. Besides the
limitations on the researcher’s time, the availability of test users was another chal-
lenge. Since the solution is meant for formative assessment purposes, I had to plan
the test sessions according to the teaching schedule and the mathematics study units.
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1.3.3 Data analysis and interpretation
The nature of this research work is grounded into the philosophical enquiry, which
questions the nature of reality, the nature of knowledge (how do we know things)
and the nature of value. It combines the ontology (what is real, the worldview), the
epistemology (how do we know or a way of knowing) and the axiology(what is of
value, how we decide on what is important) [46]. Questioning of the various aspects
generated a lot of data in this study. I collected data through interviews, surveys and
observations as well. After data collection, I proceeded with data analysis as an at-
tempt to summarize the data, so that it can be interpreted to find meaning. The audio
and video recordings were transcribed verbatim and data classified in relevant cate-
gories for in-depth interpretation. Effectively data was saved into spreadsheet files
to facilitate the analysis and interpretation. The data typically contains descriptions
of attitudes and opinions of the study participants, which allow to portray what are
their realities, what they believe doing and why they would do it in a given way.
My goal in conducting a qualitative interpretation is to develop an understanding of
the students’ behaviour in a particular learning context, which involves learning of
mathematics using media tablet technology. Furthermore, by data interpretation, I
attempt to make sense of any new information that emerges from the study and new
ideas thereof.
This kind of analysis and interpretation has a subjective aspect, hence it does
not necessarily guarantee the generalization of the findings of this work to other
scenarios; considering the uniqueness of the settings and participants [47]. The nar-
rative descriptions given in this work, are often derived from or complementary to
the visual data displays such as the pie charts, histograms, other graphs and tables.
1.4 Ethical considerations
This study involves humans as test subjects. They were given all the necessary infor-
mation about the goals of the study and the test trials. The users were informed that
the study is about future education and I explained to them all techniques that will
be used during the study. Subsequently, all participants offered an informed con-
sent to participate in the study and where necessary to take their images/videos and
audio recording. The data collected during this study is being used and stored ac-
cording to the Norwegian standards regarding privacy and data protection. All data
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collections were reported to the Norwegian Social Sciences Data Services (Norsk
samfunnsvitenskapelig datatjeneste AS). It is confirmed that no human beings or
animals were harmed or abused in any other form. Dummy names are used in the
reports to preserve the anonymity of the participants; and where it is not possible
(reports with pictures), the users have given consent for the publication.
1.5 Structure of the thesis
This thesis is organized as a compilation of scientific papers. It is comprised of two
main parts, with Part I being an overview of the research work, consisting of the
concepts on which the research papers are written as well as a summary of contri-
butions and concluding remarks. The papers addressing related topics are discussed
together in a chapter. Part II presents six research papers in a chronological order
of publication.
The structure of this dissertation is as follows:
The next section, Chapter II discusses the concept of student centred learning,
which is relevant to two scientific papers. The chapter explains the importance of
the practice of student centred learning and provides an overview of how this fits
in future concepts for teaching and learning at the university level. The chapter
presents topics addressed in Paper 2 and Paper 4.
In Chapter III, an approach to collaborative learning through peer-to-peer as-
sessment process is discussed. The theory behind the process is explained, with ref-
erence to studies published in Papers 1, 3 and 5. The following section in Chapter
IV, describes a user centred design approach for developing a mobile tablet based
solution to support the peer-to-peer assessment process. The design approach is
discussed in detail, with insights on the pedagogical and technical usability of the
sytem. A detailed overview of the challenges of developing such a system is given
alongwith the potential benefits of deploying such a system to enhance the learning
of mathematics. Paper 6 elaborates on the content of this chapter. Finally, the last
section of Part I, which is Chapter V, contains a summary of the major contributions
of this research work with concluding remarks on future research directions. As
mentioned above, Part II of this dissertation consists of scientific research papers
published during the course of this study.
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Chapter 2
Technology supported student
centred learning
2.1 Introduction
The challenges of traditional brick and mortar classrooms are still a common sight
in universities, despite the advancement in educational technology over the last 3
decades [48]. Martin W. Gerdes, an experienced research fellow at UiA, gradu-
ated from the “Rheinisch-Westfaelische Technische Hochschule Aachen (RWTH)”
Aachen University (Germany) in the mid 90’s. He recalls how he and fellow stu-
dents were told beforehand that 50 % of them were likely not to graduate in the
end. Of his most vivid memories are mathematics lectures with more than 1000
students. The class setting was such that the lecturer would talk through a mi-
crophone while scripting notes on the overhead projector (OHP), with just a few
glances at the audience from time to time. Martin claims that in such a learning
scenario, a limited number of students could really follow the teaching, while the
rest would simply be involved in note taking or other activities. The teaching was
so impersonal, and there was a very limited interaction between the lecturer and the
students. Furthermore, during the first introductory class, students were told that, in
their professional life, they will not need more than 5% of what they are taught at
university.
Martin notes that it was not clear to the students why they would have to learn
all the content, if not to teach them how to learn new things rather than learning the
content per se as he suggests. He reckons that the “5%” statement was so demoti-
vating and could possibly lead to the “50%” failure rate. It’s important to make the
students aware of the learning goals early on, so that they can spend their efforts
towards reaching those goals [49]. Jiang et. al. [50] reported that specific learn-
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ing goals are necessary to produce substantial performance improvements whereas
vague or non-specific goals might not have impact on the performance.
A lot has improved since Martin’s undergraduate studies, and even more changes
are anticipated for learning in the future. Using indicative teaching and learning sce-
narios at UiA, this chapter presents a framework for future university teaching and
learning, followed by a contribution towards enabling the student centred learning
through technology.
2.2 Future university teaching and learning
Today’s university teaching environments are evolving, embracing new methods of
teaching, and embedding various forms of technology in education. Many universi-
ties are equipped with modern computing infrastructure, including a Learning Man-
agement System (LMS). LMS are expected to have great positive effects on univer-
sity teaching and learning, both on campus and off-campus [51][52][53]. Even
though LMS can help teachers and students in communicating, content sharing and
assessment, more research efforts are necessary to increase their effectiveness [54]
and their role in supporting teaching and learning.
Ragnar Johnsen, an associate professor at the University of Agder, shared with
me his experience with second and third year students in Electronics Engineering
and Computer Science as they approached the semester examination day (autumn,
2012). In a class of 110 students to sit for exam in Data Communications subject
(DAT204), forty to fifty students (i.e. between 36.4% and 46%) sought a face-to-
face contact with him just within the last two days before the exam. He mentioned
that students were seeking help to answer questions from previous years’ exams,
even though they were made available to students through the LMS at the start of
the semester. Despite the professor’s efforts to help students during the semester
teaching hours (lectures and laboratory time), there was still a high percentage of
students that did not feel sure of their competence and learning achievement in this
subject, and some who never tried to work on these recommended sample questions.
Ragnar’s statement indicates that students are not engaged enough in learning.
This issue can be addressed through development of new pedagogical practices,
promoting the students’ ownership of learning, students’ responsibility, engagement
and personalization of learning.
University education attracts large numbers of students with different capabil-
ities and competencies. Furthermore, social-cultural backgrounds and geographi-
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cal locations have a great impact on how students learn. There are also financial
constraints which have negative impact on what universities can afford in terms of
services offered to the students. A university should be able to enable all students
achieve their learning goals, despite the diverse nature of students and the scarcity
of resources.
Several educational institutions (including UiA) have embraced teaching and
learning technologies to support the learning processes and related administrative
tasks. Although technology integration into courses has a potential to improve
learners’ performance, the real benefits can only be achieved by adopting appro-
priate pedagogy for university education. Christensen et al. [55] argued that simply
putting computers in classrooms cannot bring the much needed transformation to-
wards a student centric learning, where the student comes first. In my opinion,
developing technology for education should go hand in hand with revisiting the ex-
isting pedagogy. Traditionally, teaching and learning were commonly characterised
by a teacher lecturing (by instruction in some cases) to the learner who will later on
be assessed typically by how much he/she can remember of what was taught. There
are several implications of this method, as the students are passive in the whole pro-
cess.
Modern educational practice advocates for a change in the teacher’s role, from
that of a source of knowledge to the “facilitator” of the learner’s activity [56].
Jonassen et al. [57] presented a number of students’ activities which allowed them
to think, construct knowledge and learn using technology within a constructivist
perspective. According to the same authors, meaningful learning comprises of in-
tentional learning, active learning, constructive learning, cooperative learning, and
authentic learning. Meaningful learning can not be achieved only through tech-
nology in terms of hardware and software, both technology and classroom settings
must be taken into account in new concepts of e-learning, mobile-learning, virtual
classrooms [58][59] and interactive classrooms [60][61].
Recent developments in Internet and multimedia technologies have prompted
the proliferation of electronically supported teaching and learning (e-learning). e-
learning is especially popular in online and distance education programmes, with
support for self-paced learning and cost-effectiveness among several other advan-
tages [62][63]. In addition to e-learning applications accessible on laptop/desktop
computers, handheld mobile devices are being used for educational purposes, in
what is known as “mobile learning”. Mobile learning or m-learning offers mobility,
portability and availability of learning anytime, anywhere thus making “ubiquitous
learning” [25][64] a reality. Ubiquitous learning is a model of learning which is not
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constrained by time and space limits, a model that should allow just-in time access
to learning content and supports interactions with content as well as other learning
resources such as tutors and peers.
FUTURE UNIVERSITY TEACHING FRAMEWORK : a novel technology enabled constructivist learning
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Figure 2.1: Future university teaching framework
Future universities will have to strike a balance between investing in technology
development and streamlining the pedagogical theories to meet the requirements
of learning in media rich environments. Koehler et al. [65, p.62] addressed the
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“complex, ill-structured task” of teaching with technology. He proposed a basis for
effective teaching as a combination of and interaction among three bodies of knowl-
edge: the technology, pedagogy and content knowledge (TPACK). The complexity
of teaching with technology is not only a concern for teachers, but also for learners
(students). A teacher’s understanding of content, methods of teaching and knowl-
edge of technology would not necessarily lead to effective learning. Inspired by the
TPACK concept, this thesis proposes a framework for future university teaching,
presenting interconnections between the mathematical content, the pedagogy and
technology, in the context of a student centred teaching and learning. The research
work published in Appendix B (Paper I), depicts the main components of the frame-
work, with constructivist epistemology [66] at the centre of the pedagogical theory.
The main goal of the framework shown in Figure 2.1 is to present a new approach
to technology enabled constructivist learning, promoting active, interactive and col-
laborative learning with the student at the centre of the teaching/learning process.
2.3 Enabling student centred learning
using new media technology
Nowadays most Norwegian university students are in possession of handheld mo-
bile devices. Devices are getting more affordable on one hand, but also their pro-
cessing power and storage capacity are fast improving on the other hand. The ma-
jority of available devices can support multiple functions from audio and video
calls to text chats, gaming, Internet browsing, media consumption and a multitude
of other advanced applications. Considering the potential learning opportunities,
universities are increasingly adopting m-learning [67][68][69] to supplement for-
mal teaching and learning. M-learning is a hot research topic both in academia and
industry as well due to the associated technological challenges such as access tech-
nology (bandwidth), usability of the user interfaces, memory capacity and battery
life on one hand, but also pedagogical challenges on the other hand [70][71][72].
Mobile learning is still in its infancy and more research work is needed in devising
pedagogy for mobile learning to enhance students’ motivation, to make learning
more personal and enhance students’ responsibility as well as ownership of learn-
ing. Mobile learning is credited with the possibilities of enabling student centred
learning, providing the conditions for students to learn anytime, anywhere and pro-
moting self-motivation and self-regulation in learning [73].
Until the 1990’s, going to a traditional university campus was the most com-
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mon way of getting access to learning content either face-to-face contact with a
teacher or reading paper based materials. One of the important goals of attending
a university course was to be able to get the knowledge which would be otherwise
inaccessible.
Nowadays, people are aware that they can have access to a lot of content using
new media technology. There is in fact a broad range of learning materials which
can be accessed through the World Wide Web, and there is much that students can
choose from. Given the availability of multimedia learning materials and the dif-
ferences in students’ approach to learning, it is necessary to provide the students
with a possibility to choose the most appropriate learning materials according to the
characteristics of their situation, referred to as “context”. Kumar1 is a postgradu-
ate student at UiA whom I consider to portray a typical student in study habits and
approaches chosen for learning the course content. He said that he usually reads
printouts of the learning material if he needs to concentrate and achieve deep learn-
ing; but this learning style costs him a lot of time. He said that he prefers to attend a
lecture only when he needs to capture key points in short time. Additionally, Kumar
also uses lecture videos but only for learning non-critical content. Typically, Kumar
uses different learning materials as his context changes.
Learning/Content 
Management System 
Ontology storage & 
Processing
Rule based reasoning
Context collection
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Context data
Learning resources /Services
Internet
Figure 2.2: Student centred learning service architecture
Often students have different learning styles (the way they learn from experi-
ence [74]) and they use different ways to achieve the same learning goals. We
suggest that students’ should be encouraged to make their choices in learning, to
meet their individual needs. In our work published in Appendix E (Paper IV), we
present a technology solution which can help to support student centred learning.
1Not real name.
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The paper proposes the use of semantic web technology to offer personalised ser-
vices to students. Figure 2.2 shows a student centred learning service architecture
which proposes to integrate a learning management system and semantic web tech-
nologies for supporting context aware mobile learning. The student is at the centre
of learning since the learning resources are chosen based on the student’s context
which includes the student’s learning style, course of study, instant activity and
location. Kumar portrays the importance of the student’s role in defining the learn-
ing goal and the ways to achieve it. By knowing personal learning goals, students
can participate in personalizing the learning experience which suit them. Wisher
[75, p.186] argued that “learner centered pedagogy addresses what students need to
learn, what their learning preferences are, and what is meaningful to them”. Be-
cause of the high amount of information at hand, context aware systems are very
helpful in suggesting relevant content to students so that they can spend their time
efficiently in learning.
2.4 Chapter summary and conclusion
Future learning will embrace new pedagogical models supported by technology.
Teaching and learning in the future will require further integration of content knowl-
edge, pedagogical knowledge and technological knowledge using a student centred
learning perspective.
The framework outlined in this thesis work, brings out fundamental components
of a constructivist approach to learning with interconnections to technology based
tools. We argued that deploying technology is not enough to address the issues
raised in this chapter, we also need to look at new pedagogy to effectively use the
technology. Within the context of the framework discussed in Appendix B (Paper
I), this chapter proposes a technology based content delivery tool to support a stu-
dent centred learning environment. A student control component of the framework,
the peer-review and peer-evaluation (assessment) in particular, will form the basis
for the study discussed in the remainder of this thesis.
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Chapter 3
Involving students in assessment for
learning
3.1 Introduction
One of the salient features of learning is assessment. Assessment can serve differ-
ent purposes including the measurement and reporting of the students’ achievement
at the end of a course or a teaching unit. Assessment can also help to identify the
students’ learning needs and competences during the course of learning as well as
monitoring the students’ metacognitive knowledge. This chapter discusses the as-
sessment for learning, a form of assessment which provides opportunities for the
students to learn. An overview of the assessment for learning is presented, followed
by our proposal for doing such assessment in mathematics learning. A new ap-
proach to assessment for learning is suggested based on the results of our studies on
mobile media tablet technology supported assessment in mathematics subjects.
3.2 Assessment for learning
Research into the practice of assessment stresses the importance of assessment for
learning purposes, the assessment which focuses on fostering the students’ learn-
ing. In a comprehensive literature review on assessment and classroom learning,
Black et. al. [76] present the evidence that regular feedback on students’ learning
leads to considerable learning gains. The authors discuss a great deal of research
efforts dedicated to the assessment for direction and motivation purposes, known as
formative assessment.
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Formative assessment consists of regular assessments which take place during
the course of study. These assessments are designed to inform the students about
their learning progress, and provide them an opportunity to address any potential
shortages in meeting their learning goals. Although the teacher may be involved in
formative assessment, students play a key role because they are the ones to decide
on how to use the assessment’s outcome, especially in case some shortcomings are
found.
Provisioning of formative assessment requires clear guidelines for the students
to be able to realise its benefits, given that students learn differently and do naturally
have different motivations. It is suggested [76] that in order to avoid underachieve-
ment as a result of formative assessment, emphasis should be put on the learning
goals instead of the performance goals. Learning goals aim at the student gaining a
know-how whereas the performance goals simply aim at them completing success-
fully given task(s) regardless of whether they understand how to do it or not. Black
et. al. [76] reported that the learning goal approach yields higher motivation and
achievement compared to the performance goal.
The processes of formative assessment (the means) are eventually more im-
portant than the end results (the product) [77], because what is needed is to show
the students where they fall short of expectations and how to meet the expected
standards or goals. It is indeed important in formative assessment to emphasise
on the type and quality of feedback given to the students. Formative assessment
should motivate weaker students whilst encouraging the stronger ones to achieve
even higher. It is reported that assessments with grades are likely to have nega-
tive effects [78]. One of the possible reasons is that students may focus on scoring
higher grades rather than knowing the subject or unit of learning and being able to
explain it to others.
3.3 Feedback for learning
The term feedback as used in control engineering means a signal or a value which
is taken from the system output and sent back/ injected to the input of the system (
or process) in order to allow the system (or process) to generate a desired outcome.
Likewise, if we make an analogy with the educational systems, a feedback is any
information given to students to make them aware of the state of their achievement
in learning, in order to enhance their learning so that they can reach a desired level
of achievement [79]. Feedback for learning is a key component of formative assess-
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ment, in a sense that the success or failure of such assessment depends considerably
on how the feedback is provided and students’ use of feedback [80].
Feedback can take different formats, including the feedback of grades only,
feedback of grades with comments and feedback of comments only. Studies on
feedback learning gains have shown that the feedback of comments only yields
highest level of improvement. Then follows the feedback of grades with comments
which leads to medium improvement. On the other hand, feedback of grades only
has led to a decline in students’ achievement [76].
Feedback provisioning for formative purposes requires interactions between stu-
dents and the feedback provider. Through interactions, a common understanding of
the assessment process is reached in order to negotiate the outcomes. This was con-
firmed by one of the student participants in this study who stated that “when you
do the review, you have to really understand what you are working with”. For the
formative assessment to be effective [20], students should be convinced that they
can succeed if they make use of the feedback they receive, otherwise low achievers
are not likely to benefit from it.
Whether the students make use of feedback or not might depend on several
things, including the timing of delivery and the mode of delivery among others. As
we deal with mathematics learning in large classes environments, we understand
that it would take a long time for the teacher to provide feedback to each and every
student. It is important to provide feedback in time [81], as one of our study par-
ticipants mentioned that “getting quick feedback felt good”. Besides the issue of
time spent on assessing many students, the mode of delivery (communicating the
feedback) may also affect the usefulness of feedback. The next section describes
how we propose the involvement of students in formative assessment and the use of
tablet media technology, an approach to address the issues of timing and mode of
delivery of formative assessment in mathematics education.
3.4 Students as assessors: Peer-Assessment
The involvement of students in the assessment for learning has many advantages
as reported in several studies [10][82][83][84]. Studies suggest that when students
are involved in their own assessment and the assessment of their peers, it can lead
to deep learning, increase students’ ability to reflect on learning, critical thinking
and students’ engagement. A student participant in our study at Kigali Institute of
Science and Technology (KIST), confirmed the importance of peer-assessment in
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relation to the development of her reflective skills, saying that during the assess-
ment she could reflect on different methods of working, reasoning and providing
answers. Stiggins and Chappuis [85] argue that students who spend their efforts
to analyse quality work and criticise its key elements, are likely to achieve better
performance. The authors claimed that “when students learn to apply these stan-
dards so thoroughly that they can confidently and competently evaluate their own
and each other’s work, they are well on the road to becoming better performers in
their own right” [85, p.20].
Mathematics assessment has to take into consideration the characteristics of
what is to be assessed in order to define how the assessment activities can be car-
ried out. Niss [86] has indicated a set of traditional tasks (oriented activities) which
are central to mathematics education: questionnaires, exercises and problems. De-
pending on the task, students may be asked questions about definitions, formulae,
properties or results of computations. Additionally, students may be required to
provide answers to exercises comprising of routine operations or solve problems
which involve reasoning on strategies and multiple computational procedures. The
variety of the mathematical questions is also expressed through the formulation of
questions, varying from the straight, single answer (closed answer) category to the
open-response type. For instance, questions can be formulated using the imperative
expressions such as define, state, calculate, find etc., with a possibility that there is
one specific method which leads to the correct answer.
On the other hand, there are questions which require interpretation by the stu-
dents in order to determine which methods and procedures to use for answering.
For example “A ball of ice melts so that its radius decreases from 5 cm to 4.92 cm.
By approximately how much does the volume of the ball decreases?” [87, p.267].
Assessing a response to such a question requires an appreciation of how the student
identified the requirements that the answer should address (understanding the task
at hand), selection and use of strategies and procedures as well as the presentation
of the mathematical expressions in the answer. I am of the view that assessment
criteria should be explained to the students to enable them to appraise all compo-
nents of the answer. Additionally, earlier studies have noted issues with students’
capability to assess their peers’ work and related responsibility [88], because they
are not experts in the field of study. Therefore, I suggest that a reference answer
sheet be handed to students before they can carry out peer-assessment in order to
improve the quality of the assessment.
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3.5 Technology supported peer-assessment
in university mathematics education
In this dissertation, I propose a solution which allows the students to assess each
other’s work, with consideration to the characteristics of mathematics as a subject.
In our work presented in Paper III and Paper V (appendix D & appendix F in this
dissertation), we study the possibilities of involving the students in their formative
assessment. We discuss our approach of using mobile tablet technology to support
peer assessment in mathematics, and we present the results of the studies carried out
in two countries, Norway and Rwanda respectively. In both countries, we worked
with students and mathematics teachers to organize peer assessment sessions con-
currently with the instruction.
Using similar techniques at two institutions of higher learning, students carried
out peer assessment in mathematics, while the researcher observed them working
together and interacting with the media tablet based peer assessment system. Math-
ematical tasks at UiA consisted of Calculus exercises (functions, derivatives and
integrals) whereas students at KIST answered questions on Fourier series.
Based on the peer-to-peer assessment processes that we developed, the above
studies confirmed that there is a possibility to embed peer assessment into univer-
sity mathematics education. The students are positive about the concept of peer-
assessment in mathematics, with supporting arguments such as “I really like the
idea of multiple feedbacks”; “easy to get a copy to evaluate. I did not have to get
the written copy, since everything was in pdf on Fronter LMS”; “I realize that it is
one of the best way to feel responsible in serious tasks”; “It helped me, because I
am very happy to be corrected or to be advised by my classmate rather than by the
teacher”; “I believe this is a great way of sharing knowledge and collective learning
and reflection”; “It is helpful because I want to compare my level of course under-
standing with that of my peers”.
Despite the difficulties due to using new media technology and dependency on
the wireless network connectivity, students expressed the benefits of having a mo-
bile tablet technology supported system, with one of them saying “it enabled us
write using pens like we do on papers resolving maths problems”. The facility
to digitalize the students’ work has several direct and related advantages, because
“you can save your work for a long time”, “the iPad is portable, that means wher-
ever you are you can apply for peer assessment” and “multi-modality: that machine
has many programs which can be used when you are doing your assessment”. It is
indeed helpful to be able to revise the learning material while answering or assess-
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ing the given work; a fact that was observed on several occasions during the user
studies (from time to time, students were browsing the web looking for mathemat-
ics notes).
By comparing the attitudes of the students at UiA and those at KIST shown
in Figure 3.1, we can see that the students in Rwanda scored higher on the Likert
scale. It is also observed that in KIST, the standard deviations (SD) are smaller for
all the attitudes’ measurements, which indicates that the sample students have more
closely related attitudes towards the P2PASS. Cultural differences have influences
on technology enhanced learning [89][90], which can impact on how the students
in general interact with the computer mediated learning environments. Based on
personal observations, I think, in Rwanda for example, people with education enjoy
a much higher status in society. Improving ones’ ICT skills and using ICT tools can
help to achieve this much needed status. On the other hand however, in Norway,
the majority of university students have access to latest ICT tools; hence using them
does not contribute that much to their status in society. From this perspective, it is
understandable why the students at KIST were more positive about the new tech-
nology supported pedagogy.
Users’ attitude measurement parameters  KIST (n=23)   (n=23) 
Mean  Mode SD  Variance  Mean Mode SD Variance
Rating of peer‐assessment on 1 to 5 Likert scale ( 5‐Strongly Like)  4.73913  5  0.448978 0.201581        
Difficulty to provide peer‐feedback ( 5‐Very easy)  3.652174 3  0.71406  0.509881        
Difficulty to use the media tablet supported system (5 –Very easy) 3.434783 4  0.787752 0.620553        
Usefulness of peer‐feedback (5‐ Very useful)  4.695652 5  0.702902 0.494071        
 
 
 
Users’ attitudes measurement parameters  Mean  Mode  SD  Variance 
KIST*  UiA**  KIST  UiA  KIST  UiA  KIST  UiA 
Rating of peer‐assessment on 1 to 5 Likert 
scale (5 ‐ Strongly Like) 
4.74 3.46 5 3 0.45 0.88  0.20 0.81
Difficulty to provide peer‐feedback  
(5 ‐ Very easy) 
3.65 3.17 3 4 0.71 1.05  0.51 1.15
Difficulty to use the media tablet supported 
system (5 ‐ Very easy) 
3.43 3.25 4 4 0.79 1.19  0.62 1.45
Usefulness of peer‐feedback  
(5 ‐ Very useful) 
4.70 3.67 5 4 0.70 0.96  0.49 0.95
*KIST – Kigali institute of Science and Technology, RWANDA; **UiA – Universitetet i Agder, NORWAY. 
 
Figure 3.1: Comparative table of users’ attitudes in KIST and UiA.
The higher values of SD at UiA could be resulting from the fact that the students
had varied experiences with technology supported learning, some of them already
using media tablets and personal computers in learning, whereas all students at
KIST had experience neither with the LMS nor with the media tablets. The Mode
values in Figure 3.1 indicates that more students at KIST perceive P2PASS to be
very useful as compared to those at UiA. The graphs in Figure 3.2 and Figure 3.3
also show some differences on the students’ perceptions about student generated
feedback. Students at KIST show a higher tendency to believe in the validity of the
peer feedback, whereas at UiA there is a non-negligible number of students who are
not sure about it.
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Figure 3.2: Students’ confidence to provide fair and responsible feedback.
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Figure 3.3: Students’ trust to receive fair and meaningful feedback from peers.
Through discussions with students, there emerged new suggestions to embed
peer-to-peer assessment into other technology enabled pedagogies, such as the re-
verse instruction [91], a technique also known as “flipping the classroom” or “ in-
verting the classroom” [92]. The basic principle in inverting the classroom is that the
learning materials are made available to the students outside the classroom, which
allow them to explore and study the contents before meeting with the teacher. The
assumption is that once the students have studied the material, the contact time with
the teacher would be used for clarifying any difficult points and further interactions
with the students. In our experiments, students suggested that they could take a
self-study followed by a peer-to-peer assessment as shown in Figure 3.4. After the
assessment, students would have a better idea on the achievement gap, so that they
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can seek help from the teacher for them to meet their learning goal. Working with
the teacher, they can improve on their achievement and then take a second round of
peer-to-peer assessment.
Figure 3.4: Inverting the classroom with peer-to-peer assessment
3.6 Chapter summary and conclusion
The purpose of this chapter was to provide insights into the practice of formative
assessment, with the intention of devising and testing how this can be done in math-
ematics subjects. This part of the dissertation supports the concept of considering
students for their own assessment for learning. The studies undertaken in this re-
search work indicate the possibilities of using media tablet technology to support
P2PASS process. As a result of the user studies carried out in two different coun-
tries, we found that students are likely to adopt the new form of formative assess-
ment. The students expressed a willingness to adopt the technology, but they also
pointed out a necessity for developing an integrated tool for improved technical and
pedagogical usability.
Chapter 4
Developing a mobile tablet supported
peer-to-peer assessment solution for
mathematics
4.1 Introduction
The evolving world of technology offers new opportunities from the applications
perspective. The teaching and learning field is no different to other areas where lat-
est technical innovations can lead to great practical improvements. The affordances
of mobile tablet technology have shown a potential to enhance learning of mathe-
matics as I discussed in the third chapter of this thesis. However, since the concept
of using mobile tablet technology for P2PASS in mathematics is new, challenges are
anticipated with regards to technical usability and pedagogical usability. Published
studies in Appendix D and Appendix F (attached to this thesis) were carried out us-
ing off-the-shelf native software applications for iPad. Even though a combination
of those applications could support the P2PASS, test users (students) encountered
difficulties to use them because the applications were not specifically designed for
that purpose. Students suggested that we design an integrated platform to improve
handling of mathematical symbols and support for P2PASS process on iPad. This
chapter describes the design principles that we used to develop an integrated and
technically usable P2PASS system for the iPad. We further discuss the pedagogical
usability of integrating the P2PASS into mathematics learning using mobile tablet
technology. The chapter also discusses the limitations and the challenges for imple-
menting such a technology based solution at university level.
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4.2 Designing with students as co-designers
P2PASS is a student centred approach to learning, with students playing a key role
in the learning process. Students are considered as the primary users of the technol-
ogy supported P2PASS solution. Therefore we have included them in a complete
development process, from initial concept, pre-design user and task analysis, sys-
tem development and final design.
Final solution
Idea 
development
Concept 
outlining in text
Concept 
visualisation
System 
development
Preliminary 
discussions
User studies: hear 
about it
User studies: see 
and feel
User studies: use 
and experience
Figure 4.1: Iterative design process.
Inspired by the User Centred Design Processes (ISO 13407), Figure 4.1 shows
an iterative design process that we carried out, with regular inputs from the users
(students). The work we published in Paper II (Appendix C of this thesis) reports on
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the users’ perceptions on the initial concept of involving students in their formative
assessment using mobile tablet technology. The overall results were encouraging
and the students helped to define the steps of the P2PASS process as shown in Fig-
ure 4.2.
A set of questions is given to the students
Students work in groups of 3 to 4 students
Each student submits own work to the system 
via a Mobile tablet computer
Each student receives the work from 3 peers 
and assesses the work
Students compare feedback received from 
their peers and the suggested correct answers
The system compiles and stores the 
performance grades
Has every 
student 
achieved the 
learning goal(s)?
Peer‐to‐peer assessment process is completed
New groups 
of students 
are formed
NO
YES
Teacher:
• Creates test questions and answers
• Discusses peer‐to‐peer assessment process with students
• Administers students’ profiles and groups
Figure 4.2: Peer-to-peer assessment process.
Based on user and organisational requirements obtained through interactions
with students and two mathematics professors at UiA, we have produced a high
level functional diagram presented in Figure 4.3. This functional diagram includes
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a checkbox to validate whether every student has achieved the learning goals or not.
Actually, being able to answer correctly to a mathematical task is not always the
same thing as having achieved the learning goals; however since the assessment is
done only on what the students have written, an assumption is made that the goal
is to make sure every student can correctly answer the given questions. Subsequent
to developing the functional diagram, we had to visualise the concept for the users.
At this stage, we have designed user interfaces which were validated with test users
and revised according to the users’ feedback.
A1
Students 
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A2
Provide course 
content to 
students
A4
Provide 
assessment 
questions
A7
Carry out 
assessment
and provide 
feedback
A0
Provide information on 
peer-to-peer 
assessment process
A3
Assign 
students' 
groups
A8
Provide 
teacher's 
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A5
Receive and 
distribute students’
Answer sheets
A9
Process and 
distribute 
students’ 
feedback and 
performance 
levels
Assessment
criteria
Students’
bio data
A6
Provide 
assessment 
correct answers
Figure 4.3: P2PASS solution high level functional diagram.
The goal of a usability test is to improve the usability of the product. We wanted
to improve the usability of the user interfaces from the beginning, without spend-
ing too much efforts and resources. Hence, the first iteration of usability testing
was done on low fidelity prototypes, with paper mockups. Although designers may
choose to sketch paper prototypes by hand, we found it more efficient to use “Pen-
cil” [93], a graphical user interface (GUI) prototyping tool to create mockups.
The user interfaces presented in Figure 4.4 and Figure 4.5 are taken from a
paper prototype that was given to test users (students) during low fidelity test. We
have employed the Cognitive Walkthrough (CW) evaluation technique because it is
easily understandable and applicable [94][95] and “usually finds more real usability
problems” [96, p.350]. CW is a usability inspection method that focuses on evalu-
ating a User Interface (UI) design for ease of learning, particularly the exploratory
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Figure 4.4: User interface prototype for providing feedback.
learning (“first time use without formal training”) [97]. Using this technique, a rep-
resentative team of students was required to go through the steps of a task scenario,
with the prototype of P2PASS application in order to uncover process and workflow
flaws and inconsistencies. Below is an indicative task scenario that was presented
to a group of test users:
• Jan and Tonje, second year engineering students, participate in P2PASS of a
mathematics subject. They start by registering their personal details on the
P2PASS system, then answer a question paper from the current assignment
and individually submit their answers after checking and correcting any mis-
takes. They usually revise the assessment criteria and assess each other’s
answers with reference to the teacher’s answer sheet. Each one of them pro-
vides a feedback on the assessed work, and receives in return a feedback from
the peer student.
CW technique is adopted because we wanted to identify specific problems at an
early stage of design. Using this technique, we have uncovered mismatches be-
tween our task conceptualisation and the students’ conceptualisation. Additionally,
the wording on the menus and buttons was altered according to students’ comments.
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Figure 4.5: User interface prototype for receiving feedback.
For example, students suggested that a single button labeled “Complain” would be
easier to use than having three buttons (“I agree”, “Cancel”, “I do not agree”) for
the students to say whether he/she is happy or not with the feedback received.
Following a series of user testing with the paper prototype, we have improved
the affordance and visibility of the application, to allow users’ actions to match the
tasks’ descriptions. Since certain aspects of the application can not be tested with
a low fidelity prototype, there is a need to increase the fidelity of the prototype, to
make the actions on prototype resemble more and more the real task. To achieve
this, I have arranged the GUI created with a prototyping tool into a slide show with
Microsoft Powerpoint presentation software. With a slide presentation, users were
able to observe the task flows in a more realistic way, hence allowing them to un-
cover more design problems.
Given that our P2PASS solution was intended for a mobile platform, we had
to make a choice between developing a native mobile application or a web based
mobile application. Native mobile applications offer better user experience as they
are tailored to meet specific device characteristics. The major issue with native mo-
bile applications is that they are platform specific, hence there would be a need to
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develop an application for each platform as students are not expected to possess the
same kind of mobile devices.
Guhr et al. [98] reported that institutions of learning face issues to customise
mobile applications for different devices and operating systems, because of varia-
tions in screen sizes, resolutions, multimedia handling, security and reliability that
would require costly programming and updating efforts. Therefore, we have opted
for developing a web-based application which can be supported by various devices,
provided that they have a browser and Internet connection. This application, here-
after referred to as A-PASS (Agder Peer Assessment System) integrates all nec-
essary functionalities to support the P2PASS process. The A-PASS user interface
offers a tabbed navigation making the information easy to find [99] and faster navi-
gation between pages on a limited screen size of the mobile tablet computer.
It is noted that our prototype implementation was optimised for the Safari browser
on Apple iPad1 devices. Test devices for usability studies consisted of the first and
second generations of iPad running iOS 5. However, the application was also suc-
cessfully tested on the Samsung Galaxy Tab22 which runs Android 4.0 (Ice Cream
Sandwich) operating system. Additional tests were performed on Personal Com-
puters running Microsoft Windows 7 operating system.
The user centred design of A-PASS endeavours to provide a user experience
nearing to that of a native mobile application. In the work published in Paper 6
(Appendix G) we indicated that the user interface consists of webpages rendered to
the browser using hyper text mark up language (HTML). The latest HTML version
(HTML5) offers new elements such as the canvas which allow for structuring and
presenting graphical content on the web. Using the canvas element and JavaScript
code, it is possible to implement a drawable region in order to enable handwriting
of mathematical symbols on the tablet computer touch interface. From the inter-
action point of view, the feature to draw or write with a finger or stylus pen offers
an intuitive natural feel for the users. The additional option to provide text based
reviews in A-PASS allows for flexibility in feedback provision.
1http://www.apple.com/ipad/
2http://www.samsung.com/global/microsite/galaxytab2/10.1/spec.html?type=find
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4.3 User studies: technical and pedagogical usability
of A-PASS
The involvement of users from early stages of the iterative design cycle has paid
off in developing A-PASS. Regular evaluation of technical usability has been in-
strumental in improving the user experience. Great changes were progressively
realised through iterations, particularly on the following usability criteria:
• Ease of learning (How easy can a user learn how to use a system?)
• Ease of use
• Effectiveness (ability to complete the given tasks) and
• Ability to recover from errors
Early on in design, test users were allowed to customise the application interface
with selection of the wording on menus, graphical and colour coding as well as
the interaction styles including sizing of the finger/pen drawable region and feed-
back data entry forms. Later on, with a high fidelity prototype, test users (students)
were involved in authentic tasks, to answer and assess mathematics assignments on
Laplace transformations as reported in Paper 6 (Appendix G). Test users performed
think aloud protocol [100][101] for us to collect the information on the usability
problems so that we can make design improvements. In addition to thinking aloud,
users have written down usability problems on a piece of paper as they carried out
the given tasks, but they have also used a survey questionnaire provided at the end
of the test session in order to express in detail what they experienced during the test.
The usability evaluation method used in this study was very effective in finding
problems. Students indicated usability issues with statements such as: “I can not
find the assignment”; “when I try to choose assignment, I don’t get any options to
choose from”; “it does not show how many questions are in the test”; “all skrift
kommer ikke opp (all writing is not coming up)”; “ when we answer the questions,
the window we are typing on should be bigger”; “can not view the feedback given
to me”; “can’t delete pages if I make too many unnecessarily”; “ the Clear button is
close to Erase and without a confirmation dialog”; “no Eraser button for the feed-
back writing (or Clear for that matter)”; “ when I click Submit review button, there
is no message that my review has been submitted”; “How do I know whether I have
given a review to this task? Right now I am uncertain of whether I have submitted
5 or 0 reviews because I can’t see/have any control over this” etc.
Based on the students’ feedback, we have addressed usability problems in order
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to achieve meaningful interactions [102] enabled by the web technology in general
and the media tablets in particular. The authors in [102] suggest that, in the context
of learning, a meaningful interaction is the one which leads to increased learning.
The purpose of interaction referred to in A-PASS is to allow students to interact
with content and collaborate with peers [103].
Knowing that “there is usually no single best design alternative” [104, p.249],
the final A-PASS design strives to increase the quality of interaction in order to
support the baseline learning theory of P2PASS, a theory rooted into Jean Piaget’s
constructivist theory of cognitive development [105]. Evaluation of the pedagogical
aspects of A-PASS was eventually carried out through user studies, to find out if the
system can lead to increased learning and facilitate student centred learning.
Given that A-PASS is technically usable, we can also evaluate its usefulness in
terms of utility which “is the question of whether the functionality of the system in
principle can do what is needed” [106, p.25]. Nokelainen [107] defined the ped-
agogical usability as a sub-concept of utility, which depends on the intentions of
the students and teachers in a learning setting. Based on the pedagogical usability
criteria developed in [107] and the work in [108], we have evaluated the following
pedagogical aspects of A-PASS as shown in Table 4.1.
The pedagogical usability was typically evaluated by having five students per-
form peer-to-peer assessment using the A-PASS. The results obtained from this
study can not be generalised since the limited number of users can not achieve sta-
tistically significant results. However, the main intention of the study was to find
out whether the A-PASS concept shows promising results, which is the case. Peda-
gogical usability evaluation results presented in Figure 4.6 give us an indication that
A-PASS can help to enhance mathematics learning as students interact with content
and their peers in a collaborative learning environment. A student participating in
the user studies mentioned an encouraging personal claim to say: “Jeg syns det er
en veldig god ma˚te a˚ lære pa˚, og skulle gjerne hatt mer av det (I think it’s a very
good way to learn and would like to have more of it)”. Another student called forth
the added value of the mobile technology supported P2PASS system in “getting
feedback from other students, and having an easy opportunity to have all in one
device to carry around instead of carrying lots of books.” Some of the students also
noticed the positive effects of group work, with short statements like “fast feedback
is good.”
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Table 4.1: Pedagogical usability evaluation.
Pedagogical usability Subjective user attitude test statement
criteria ( 5-Point Likert scale)
Critical and reflective learning The peer assessment system requires me to think
and answer the questions myself and then provide
my own feedback on others’ work
Mobile technology Mobile technology supported peer assessment
added value provides more learning opportunities with
flexibility and collaboration in my learning
Timely and encouraging Peer assessment provides me with encouraging and
feedback timely feedback
Learning goal orientation Peer assessment has the potential to bridge the gap
between my level of achievement and the learning
goals set by the teacher
Helping to revise The peer assessment system required me to use
learning material and revise the mathematics learning materials
such as books and lecture notes
Collaboration in problem Peer assessment system encourages collaboration
solving and it allows me to work with others in solving
the problems
Learning short and Peer assessment allows me to learn mathematics
easy to remember units in short and meaningful units of learning;
hence I can easily remember what I learn.
Motivation Peer assessment system is interesting and
it motivates me to achieve better results
Student activity Peer assessment system makes me more interested in
in learning learning and makes me more active in learning
the mathematics
Learning efficiency When I do the peer assessment, it takes less time to
learn mathematics and reach the learning goals
4.4 Limitations and implications for practice
Our study on mobile technology supported P2PASS promises to enhance mathemat-
ics learning. However, our experience in designing and implementing A-PASS calls
for attention on key issues that should be considered in order to achieve increased
learning with A-PASS:
1. User aspects: Our study was challenged by the limited availability of stu-
dents as test users. Trials with a larger sample users would have been better.
But, given the time limits of a PhD research project and the availability of
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Figure 4.6: Pedagogical usability of A-PASS.
students, I had to work with a limited number of students. If the final version
of A-PASS solution is decided to be deployed, students would have to use it
as part of a mathematics course.
2. Technology aspects: The technology aspects here considered, are closely re-
lated to the practical acceptability, involving the cost, compatibility, reliability
and technical usability as discussed by Nielsen [106]. Practical implementa-
tion of A-PASS heavily depends on the availability and reliability of wire-
less network infrastructure because all the mobile tablet computers must be
connected to a centralised server. The cost of maintaining network connec-
tivity, maintenance of A-PASS software and investment in high end mobile
tablet devices can be a challenge given that every student should have ac-
cess to a tablet computer. Handling of mathematical handwritings requires a
decent tablet device in terms of processing power, memory size, screen size
and graphics memory: the mobile tablet Technology Readiness Level (TRL)
[109] has to be improved in order to enhance responsiveness, efficiency and
subjective user satisfaction. Even though it was a single incidence, technical
difficulties might have led to one of the students suggesting to “write with pen
and paper, take an image with iPad camera and upload” for easy and efficient
use of iPad in P2PASS.
3. Pedagogy aspects: A-PASS offers a novel approach to teaching and learn-
ing mathematics. Successful implementation of P2PASS process as a form
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of formative assessment requires commitment and clear understanding from
students and teachers as well. Dunn et. al. [110] claimed that unproven meth-
ods of formative assessment may lead to losses of time, money and other re-
sources that would be otherwise used to improve students’ achievement. The
overlap and confusions regarding definitions and the concept of formative
assessment [111] can also mislead its practitioners. In our studies, students
have shown evidence for the need to train them in assessment skills to ensure
fairness and objectivity. The quality and hence the usefulness of feedback, is
affected by the students’ understanding of the assessment criteria as well as
the educational goal of P2PASS.
4. Institutional policy aspects: Studies on A-PASS were done on a voluntary
basis, and we found that both students and at least three mathematics teach-
ers at UiA were unaware of this kind of formative assessment process. The
integration of P2PASS into pedagogical practices in the classroom requires
clear policy statements on issues such as participants’ rights and responsibili-
ties and positioning of formative assessment in the curriculum. Additionally,
successful implementation of A-PASS would greatly depend on the teaching
staff ability and willingness to use the system. Teachers would need time
to prepare the mathematics questions and answers as well as managing the
peer-assessment process.
4.5 Chapter summary and conclusion
Research efforts into new technology supported pedagogy enable the design of new
tools for enhancing students’ achievement. This chapter presented a student cen-
tred approach to designing a mobile technology supported system for mathematics
learning. Since students are the expected users of the system, they play a key role
in concept development, pre-design user and task analysis, system development
(software coding), as well as usability testing. The involvement of students in the
iterative design process was effective in finding usability problems of A-PASS early
on.
Time and resources constraints have not allowed to extend user studies in order
to confirm more firm pedagogical benefits of using A-PASS. Results of the peda-
gogical usability study indicate a potential for enabling increased learning through
meaningful interactions. Students, teachers and leaders of educational institutions
should all be engaged in order to positively integrate P2PASS into the educational
practices.
Chapter 5
Summary of contributions and future
directions
5.1 Major contributions
This PhD study combined two areas of research: ICT research and mathematics
education. This thesis is a contribution unifying the two worlds, and an attempt to
find how ICT can be used in enhancing student learning of mathematics.
The University of Agder is a modern university and well suited to develop and
test new learning tools. This work contributed to the difficult task of assessing math-
ematics in order to provide high quality feedback to students, and engaging them
more into learning. The research work reported in this thesis studied the possibilities
of involving students in assessment of mathematics tasks. For teachers and students
to work efficiently, mobile and web technology was chosen to build an electronic
assessment system with serious consideration of human factors in learning.
Assessment is a broad field of research in mathematics education. This thesis
presented a solution of how assessment can be practically done at the university
level, and to promote students’ engagement and responsibility in learning. This so-
lution, called Agder Peer Assessment System (A-PASS), can also be used at high
school level provided that students are well equipped with necessary assessment
skills.
The findings of this study indicate that there are benefits of students learning to-
gether with their peers in different ways, peer-to-peer assessment (P2PASS) being
one of them. Students showed willingness to assist each other not only by assessing
their work but also helping each other to find the relevant learning materials, be it
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from the class notes or Internet based learning resources such as the Wikipedia1.
In P2PASS students explicitly assessed their peers’ answers to mathematics
questions, with the goal of indicating whether the answers were correct or not, and
most importantly to point out the shortcomings and how they could be addressed.
In P2PASS students implicitly assessed their peers’ learning and understanding of
mathematics. The study focused on finding out if students could better learn and
understand mathematics themselves through assessing each other’s work.
This study discussed practical scenarios of doing P2PASS in mathematics edu-
cation. It underlined the importance of students’ ownership of the peer assessment
process. Students need to clearly understand the assessment process and the as-
sessment criteria, with specifics of what to assess and how to rate the achievement
levels. While most students preferred a simplified rating scheme (low, medium,
high), some chose to use a numerical scale such as from 0 to 5. The simplified scale
proved to be more helpful compared to the numerical one.
The purpose of peer assessment should be explained to students, to clarify that,
in this case, it is done for formative rather than summative purposes. The P2PASS
process requires collaborative efforts in order to be successful; every student partic-
ipant needs to be as objective and fair as possible in order to provide meaningful,
fair and useful feedback.
Students are not necessarily experts in the field of mathematics and they might
have not learnt mathematics correctly themselves. Therefore, they may need a refer-
ence answersheet from the teacher to avoid giving inappropriate comments/ assess-
ments to their fellow students. Since the assessment is carried out anonymously,
students should be made aware that the teacher has a possibility to link a feedback
to the assessor. This option can allow the teacher to appreciate students’ achieve-
ment, and to prevent bullying and other forms of misuse.
A-PASS allowed assessing students’ achievement on tasks in mathematics, based
on their written answers. However, students may know more than what they are
able to write and communicate. Additionally, they may know more than what can
be explicitly assessed in a questionnaire. Regular peer assessments can provide
opportunities for students to be assessed on a broad body of knowledge, with more
possibilities to express themselves both through their own answers and review com-
ments (feedback) on their peers’ work.
By involving students in all phases of this study, it was found that students are
likely to adopt a mobile tablet technology supported peer assessment solution for
learning mathematics. Students indicated the expected usefulness and ease of use
1http://no.wikipedia.org/wiki/Laplacetransformasjon
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of A-PASS. They expressed their intention to use the A-PASS because it is easy to
use and easy to learn.
A-PASS was designed and successfully tested as a proof of concept. The usabil-
ity of A-PASS gradually improved following an iterative design process, through
which designs were consistently adjusted to meet the users’ requirements. User
studies indicated that with the advancement in both hardware and software technol-
ogy, a large scale solution could be envisaged in the near future.
Studies in two countries, Norway and Rwanda, indicated institutional willing-
ness to accept solutions such as the A-PASS. Currently universities are moving
towards full digital solutions (i.e. digital media support in teaching, learning and
administration). Students and teachers are interested to adopt new methods of teach-
ing and learning, including new forms of assessment like P2PASS. Successful im-
plementation of A-PASS requires increased awareness about the benefits of peer
assessment among mathematics teachers and students.
In summary, the study achieved the goal to involve students more deeply into
studying mathematics and assisting teachers in providing critical feedback to their
students.
5.2 Future directions
This dissertation addressed peer to peer assessment of mathematics in a digital
learning environment. However, in order to explore further the benefits of such
pedagogical approach in the future, the following points need to be considered:
Deploy for a complete course: Redesign one of the mathematics courses in order
to make peer-to-peer assessment an integrated part of it using the A-PASS
tool. This is to prepare a large scale trial.
Long term comparative study: Design a long term comparative study involving
one group of students using A-PASS tool and another (reference) group of
students without using the tool. The result of that study would clearly doc-
ument the qualitative and quantitative advantages/ drawbacks of peer-to-peer
feedback based on A-PASS.
Evolve overall solution: Invest time and resources to enhance the peer-to-peer as-
sessment method, functionality, technology framework and usability of A-
PASS.
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Abstract —University teaching and learning in the 21st century and beyond
requires novel approaches to meet the imperatives of global challenges. With
increasing numbers of university goers and a multitude of Information and
Communication technologies, higher education institutions are embracing var-
ious technological innovations to enhance teaching and learning. This paper
presents the state-of-the-art of university teaching, and provides new concepts
for teaching and learning at university level. A novel technology enabled con-
structivist learning is proposed as a framework for future university teaching.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Traditionally, teaching and learning is commonly characterized by knowledge trans-
fer from a teacher (or instructor in some cases) to the learner. Formal learning,
which is a form of structured and organised learning that is directed by someone
else; generally involves learning in a relatively large group taught on a course of
study. This type of learning implies limited teacher to learner interaction on an
individual level and less collaboration among learners. Formal and conventional
learning are teacher-centred transmission of knowledge based on lectures, books
and printed lessons which are written in academic format that may not be suitable
for each and every learner. Formal learning is still the primary form of learning in
mainstream education.
Subsequently, during the last three decades educational technology has recorded
a good level of development and penetration but mostly with a teacher at the centre
of learning. Non-formal learning, based on new technology enabled pedagogical
models, adds natural ways of learning to conventional and formal methods of learn-
ing. There is a great potential to improve learners’ performance by using technology
to make learning more individual, adaptive, natural, easily accessible and more ef-
ficient.
II. STATE-OF-THE-ART
Teaching at university level requires new tools and methods to address the needs of
its varied population in such a way that all learners can achieve their best. Today’s
teaching methods such as lectures, seminars, group work classes and supervised
work are mainly room based, with emphasis on one way teaching from a central-
ized location despite the classroom embedded technology, such as data networks
and audio visual solutions.
The concept of “Computer Assisted Instruction” (CAI) also known as Computer
assisted learning (CAL), has emerged as a supplement to formal teaching, an im-
provement to traditional teaching. Collins et al. [1, p.49] claimed that computer
technologies “can dramatically increase a student’s access to information”. They
reported a significant increase of students’ final exam grades as a result of CAI ped-
agogical effectiveness. In a separate study on CAL in medical education [3],it was
suggested that provision must be made for the style of teaching of the course and
the style of learning of students that are attending the course.
Early CAL systems could support on demand, self-paced and remote learn-
ing but there was no real time interaction and collaboration. Novel concepts of
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e-learning, mobile-learning, virtual classrooms and interactive classrooms would
encourage and support student participation in knowledge construction.
E-learning, a computer assisted learning/training, comprises of many forms of
electronic learning and teaching. It has become very popular in online and dis-
tance learning programmes mostly due to its time and location flexibility, cost-
effectiveness, knowledge reuse and sharing among others. Even though e-learning
has many advantages [10][11], such as self-paced and learner centred learning;
the lack of interaction (immediate feedback) and collaboration especially in asyn-
chronous learning remains a problem.
Given the portability and wide availability of mobile devices, universities are in-
creasingly adopting “Mobile learning” [2][7] [5] in addition to formal teaching and
learning. It is believed [4] that mobile learning will enhance learners’ engagement
to create, access, revise and share course content thus enhancing learning motiva-
tion and ownership.
Furthermore, “virtual classrooms” are designed to enable real-time and on-
demand multimedia content delivery as well as real-time engagement and feed-
back. Although it has been confirmed that synchronous learning improves real-time
interaction [6], there are reports of challenges [9] in terms of student support, un-
derstanding curricular goals and technology limitations.
Another concept known as “Interactive classroom” offers interaction in a room
based classroom. Several approaches have been proposed from classroom voting
systems with multiple choice questions (MCQ), to classroom presenters and active
learning classrooms. Interactive classrooms promote student centred active learning
through real-time feedback provision, and content sharing among the learners and
the teacher as well. Interactive classrooms can facilitate both summative and forma-
tive assessments, which not only stimulate discussion and enhance teacher/learners
interaction but also provide performance statistics. The major weakness of this
method is lack of learner-learner interaction which is very important especially in a
constructivist perspective [8]. Another limitation of MCQ consists of “Close-ended
questions”.
III. FUTURE TEACHING AND LEARNING CONCEPTS
Current education systems are generally teacher centred and lack sufficient col-
laboration. Future teaching should be foremost student centred. We propose that
learning should be about exploration, self-motivation, collaboration, interaction and
demand-driven.
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Future teaching, through CAL systems, should foster learners’ engagement, re-
sponsibility and ownership of their learning. It is in this regard that more efforts
should be invested into the following aspects of learning:
1. Peer-to-peer learning: learner-learner interaction in large classrooms and/or
different geographical locations, peer-evaluation;
2. Learning availability and flexibility: self-paced on-demand learning and real
time virtual learning;
3. Group based learning: real and virtual classroom
4. Teacher to learner(s) interaction: learning facilitation, feedback provision.
Current trends in computer assisted learning are to move beyond traditional formal
and passive learning towards non-formal, active, interactive and virtual learning
through multimedia and communications technologies.
A collaborative, interactive constructivist learning environment could not only
help students learn more actively and effectively but also enhance learners’ leader-
ship and responsibility in the learning process. Figure B.1 presents a future univer-
sity teaching framework based on new technology enabled constructivist learning
concepts. This approach puts emphasis on the potential of mobile devices in peer-
to-peer learning whereby collaboration tools are considered for learners to carry out
project based assignments.
Learner’s ownership of learning is a key factor to achieve an effective student
centred learning, a self-directed learning which leads to self-efficacy. Furthermore,
assessment and progress control are important aspects of the learning process. Stu-
dent self-assessment and/or self-evaluation enable learners to keep track of their
learning progress and allow them to dedicate appropriate time and resources/efforts
in order to timely achieve their goals. Hence, progress control tools should be an
integral part of any efficacious constructivist learning system.
In addition to interactivity, collaboration and progress control; there are content
format and delivery tools that contribute to overall learners’ performance. Particu-
larly, mobile learning is of special interest given its high potential to improve learn-
ers’ performance through enabling classroom interaction and virtualization.
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FUTURE UNIVERSITY TEACHING FRAMEWORK : a novel technology enabled constructivist learning
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Figure B.1: Future university teaching framework
IV. CONCLUSION
This paper has presented a critical review of teaching and learning at university level
with a focus on future teaching. A future university teaching framework is proposed
based on a constructivist theory which promotes active, interactive and collabora-
tive learning. Learners’ performance can be improved by applying an appropriate
pedagogical theory together with the technological tools presented in this paper.
Further work needs to be done to address the discussed technical and pedagogical
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issues as well as to investigate on the practicality, usability and effectiveness of the
proposed approach to future teaching.
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Abstract —In collaborative learning, students at various performance levels
work together towards a common goal through both formal and non-formal
learning. There is a risk of underperformance for learners unless they can
monitor their progress. One solution to cope with underperformance is to al-
low students to take part in their regular evaluation and feedback by peer-
evaluation. Peer-evaluation encourages active participation, and gives the stu-
dents an opportunity to compare their work to those of others, which leads to
positive competition. On the other hand, peer-evaluation gives the teacher an
overview of the students’ perspectives and expectations from each other which
can translate their own understanding of the subject matter. However, peer-
evaluation presents many challenges in terms of organization, management,
usability and technology support.
This paper discusses how to use the mobile communication technology to
support peer-evaluation and proposes a user-centered design approach for sys-
tem design. Given our interest in mathematics education at university level,
we have adopted an exploratory interview study with a target user group con-
sisting of engineering students who have completed at least one mathematics
course. Based on the information gathered from the intended users, we pro-
pose a mobile peer-evaluation system functional baseline, comprising of pro-
cesses that are presented in this paper.
Keywords—Peer-assessment, peer-evaluation, mobile learning, user-centred de-
sign.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Learning in the 21st century comprises of both formal and non-formal learning,
the latter being embraced at almost all levels of university education thanks to In-
formation and Communication Technologies (ICT). Learners are struggling to cope
with the new ways of learning where the information reaches them in different for-
mats and from different sources. It is difficult to keep track of individual progress
in such a learning environment. Further on, the concept of collaborative active
learning makes it imperative for learners to cooperate in their learning. Given the
differences in students’ abilities, there is a need for regular formative assessments to
ensure that everyone is on the right track. Topping [16, p.249] argued that “Forma-
tive assessment aims to improve learning while it is happening in order to maximize
success rather than merely determine success or failure only after the event”.
In a collaborative learning environment, students have the possibility to achieve
shared meanings of concepts through discussion and argumentation. They have a
shared responsibility and ownership of learning; hence they should also play an
active role in their progress control. Maclellan [13] stated the need for students
to monitor their own performance so that they could effectively use feedback for
improvement in learning. Progress control (evaluation) provides performance in-
dicators which can motivate learners to timely achieve their learning goals. Peer-
evaluation, a process by which learners evaluate each other, provides feedback to
each learner and the process gives them - learners- an exposure to their peers’ work.
This exposure can create a sense of competition among learners and also help them
to experience their peers’ approach to problem solving. We also believe that re-
viewing the work of colleagues through criterion-based reference evaluation does
not only promote the generation of a constructive feedback but this also improves
the students’ reflective learning skills.
Previous studies in the area of technology enabled feedback systems [17][3][14][6]
have shown a number of issues such as the difficulty to provide a constructive feed-
back, inconsistency between teacher’s feedback and students’ feedback, time con-
sumption, complex facilitation and moderation of peer-evaluation, technical issues
in terms of connectivity, usability and others.
The motivation behind this work is the possibility of solving the above men-
tioned issues, through the use of appropriate information and communication tech-
nology tools. This would provide an opportunity to achieve the pedagogical ob-
jectives while technological complexities are seamlessly addressed. The question
is to know whether the students would be interested in a modern technology based
peer-evaluation solution or not, and what would be their needs and requirements for
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such a system. This paper proposes a user-centered design approach for a mobile
communication technology supported peer-evaluation system.
The aim of this paper is to present the methods and results of interacting with
the intended users; in order to find their needs, and establish their requirements for
defining the system processes. The mobile communication technology supported
peer-evaluation system, which is hereafter referred to as “Mobile peer-evaluation
system (MOBIPEV)”, entails the use of mobile devices for end-users in the context
of “mobile learning” as discussed in section 2.
The next section presents a brief introduction to mobile learning and an overview
of existing mobile peer-assessment systems. In the third section, a description of
the interview study is given followed by the results findings in section 4. Section 5
discusses the novel mobile peer-evaluation system processes based on the collected
users’ needs. Concluding remarks and future directions are presented in the final
section.
2. RELATED WORK
In addition to personal computers, handheld mobile devices are being used for ed-
ucational purposes, in what is known as “mobile learning”. Mobile learning or
m-learning offers mobility, portability and availability of learning anytime, any-
where thus making “ubiquitous learning” a reality. It is believed [7] that m-learning
will enhance learners’ engagement to create, access, revise and share course con-
tent. Despite their known limitation in terms of processing power, memory capac-
ity, display screen size and resolution, as well as input facilities, mobiles devices’
mobility, availability, affordability and various access network technologies support
make them candidates for future educational applications. Several studies have been
reported in the literature, mostly focusing on learning content delivery and collabo-
ration using mobile devices [12][1][4].
On the other hand, there is a growing interest of taking mobile learning beyond
content delivery and collaboration to include new concepts such as context aware-
mobile learning and mobile self/peer-assessment. While the former is out of scope
of this work, the latter is closely related to our area of interest. In the following para-
graph, this paper summarizes mobile self-assessment and mobile peer-assessment
studies of interest.
Liu [11] proposed a peer- and self-assessment model for mobile learning com-
prising of a step by step list of activities. The model describes the procedures in-
volved to ensure that learning is achieved through multiple assessments. The author
raised open questions from the suitability of mobile devices for peer-assessment to
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procedural arrangements and target user group. Later on, de-Marcos et al. [5] dis-
cussed the improvement of student performance in secondary and tertiary education
using m-learning auto assessment. The authors presented a mobile web-based tool
to support self-assessment in such a way that the students complete questionnaires
and the system shows them their results. This solution is limited to multiple choice
questions and does not provide elaborate feedback to the student.
Another recent study on mobile self- and peer-assessment [3] has developed
a “Mobile Assessment Participation System (MAPS)” on PDA (Personal Digital
Assistant) platform. Using this system, students provide feedback on their peers’
presentations; and subsequently each student can assess his or her own presentation
as well as the peers’ presentations anonymously via PDA. This approach shows
potential benefits to the students, as they receive detailed feedback based on prede-
fined assessment criteria. The author stressed the need to prevent potential negative
effects of unfair or harsh peer-assessment from those students with low scores; it
was suggested that all results be given once the entire process is finished. It is noted
that this system was designed only for assessment of presentations, which means
that there is no record for student’s work; therefore students may challenge their
given scores and it may also be difficult for students to recall how they performed in
order to improve their performance in the future. Furthermore, the system does not
provide for asynchronous assessments and from a system design perspective, there
is lack of user involvement even though it is vital to consider user requirements
from intended system users.
3. METHODOLOGICAL APPROACH: USER CENTRED DESIGN
3.1. Methodology consideration and selection of tools
This research work has adopted an interview study because of two main reasons:
a pedagogical perspective and best practice in user centered design (with reference
to ISO 13407 [9]). The first reason, the pedagogical perspective, stems from the fact
that interviews enable the interviewer to collect the learners’ opinions about peer-
evaluation as a process, especially on those aspects relating to how this can affect
either positively or negatively the teaching and learning. By conducting interviews,
an understanding of what learners would expect from the peer-evaluation process is
depicted, including the learners’ views on how and when this should be undertaken.
Furthermore, any misunderstanding or misconceptions would be timely cleared for
both the interviewee and the interviewer throughout the interview process, which
also serves as a learning opportunity for both. The second reason is that, an inter-
view study can be used as part of an iterative development cycle for the development
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of human-centered interactive systems. The interviews foster active involvement of
users in understanding and specification of the context of use, user requirements as
well as organizational requirements. Further on, usability issues have to be con-
sidered in software product development process, in order to develop easy to use
applications which can meet the intended users’ needs.
This research has considered one-to-one interviews with students, whereby the
same researcher conducted interview sessions with digital audio and video record-
ing. Although digital audio and video recording presents many benefits in terms of
storage, sharing, processing and analysis; one of the interviewees was not comfort-
able with video recording, thus opting for audio recording only. With reference to
the works of Hall [8] and Roschelle [15], Carlsen [2, p.58] reiterated the effects of
video camera presence in data collection, saying that “the key question is whether
the participants change their behavior, because of the video camera, to a degree that
makes answering of the research questions difficult”. Besides dealing with video
recording issues, this research has also considered other ethical issues including but
not limited to participants’ privacy, anonymity, the consent to participate, the right
to withdraw from the research, data usage and honesty on behalf of the researcher
among other things.
In order to obtain a representative sample of users, this study identified and
selected a target group of engineering students who have completed at least one
mathematics course at undergraduate level and a graduate (master) student who has
taken an advanced mathematics course. With reference to the study by Kujala and
Kauppinen [10] regarding the number of representative users, we consider that ten
users can provide useful information given the scope of our study. Students meeting
the above mentioned criteria were randomly contacted both in person and by e-mail.
The areas of study of the student participants comprise of Computer Engineering (7
students), Civil Engineering (1 student) and Renewable Energy (2 students). There
were 9 undergraduate students and 1 master student. The age group was 20-25 years
old (7participants) and 25-30 years old (3 participants). Two female participants and
8 male participants were interviewed on a one-to-one basis, each interview taking
roughly 25 minutes, and all interviews were conducted during a 2 weeks period.
3.2. Interview questions
The interview questions used in this study are framed under three main themes
as shown below:
1. Students’ opinions regarding “peer-evaluation” process:
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(a) On a scale of 5, how would you rate peer-evaluation with 5 being “Strongly
like it” and 1 being “Strongly dislike it”?
(b) What would be your preferred type of feedback? Please choose from
the list below and give details:
i. Peer-feedback
ii. Teacher feedback (formal feedback)
iii. Automated (computer generated) feedback
(c) Learners participation in peer-evaluation:
i. Would you take part in peer-evaluation as a feedback provider?
Please give details
ii. If you answered yes on the previous question:
A. How many peers’ work would you feel comfortable to evalu-
ate?
B. How many evaluation cycles (iterations) are you willing to make?
C. How frequently are you willing to take part in peer-evaluation?
iii. How long should a peer-evaluation session take?
iv. How much of your own free time are you willing to spend on peer-
evaluation?
v. Would you like to receive feedback from your peers? Please pro-
vide details.
vi. What is your opinion regarding anonymity for feedback provision?
(d) The expected impact of “peer-evaluation” on teaching and learning:
i. How do you think peer-evaluation could influence your learning
performance?
ii. Would you like peer-evaluation to contribute to the final grade?
A. Do you prefer group work or individual work?
B. What do you think should the ideal group size be?
C. What do you think should be the grouping criteria?
iii. Feedback on feedback:
A. Do you think there should be an evaluation (by a learner) on the
feedback provided by another learner? Please provide reasons.
B. Should the feedback on feedback contribute to the final grade?
(e) Opinion on mobile peer-evaluation system (MOBIPEV)
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i. Would you prefer MOBIPEV over a personal computer web based
peer-evaluation? Why?
ii. What would you prefer between synchronous peer-evaluation and
asynchronous peer-evaluation? Please give details.
iii. Considering a MOBIPEV intended for a mathematics course, please
give your opinions about the following:
A. Minimum acceptable screen size
B. Graphics / Visualizations: minimum screen resolution, colors
C. Input type: QUERTY keyboard, numeric keypad, touch screen
with/without radio buttons, drop-down menus
D. Access technology: Wi-Fi, 3/4G, Bluetooth
E. Multimedia support: Audio, video, still pictures
4. INTERVIEW STUDY RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
In this study, we adopt a thematic and comparative analysis in order to present
the outcomes of the interview study.Where possible a graphical representation of
data is given together with interpretations, otherwise a summative discussion of the
respondents’ points of view is provided.
4.1. Students’ opinions regarding “peer-evaluation” process
The interview’ results indicate that the students are interested in getting feed-
back from peers, the reasons being that students can easily remember things if they
do it many times through peer-evaluation and can improve their performance if reg-
ular feedback is given. Student number five said that “it can be easier to improve
if you get feedback more often”. Additionally, students could learn while marking
others’ works. However, one of the respondents was concerned with the ability of
students to evaluate their peers’ works.
On the other hand, there are clear indications that students would prefer the
teacher’s feedback because they believe that the teacher knows better even though
the peer-feedback would be more time saving. Therefore, the peer-evaluation pro-
cess should be well explained to students and the grading criteria must be clearly
and objectively presented. Figure C.1 shows the students’ attitude regarding MO-
BIPEV. “Std#” represents a student number hereafter.
Furthermore, it is shown in Figure C.2 that, according to the students, the num-
ber of feedbacks/assessments should be around 3-4. The respondents were con-
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Figure C.1: Rating of MOBIPEV
cerned about the amount of time spent on peer-evaluation but they also stressed
the importance of having multiple feedbacks. It was mentioned that students could
learn various approaches to problem solving and get better understanding of the
course subject by reading feedbacks from different individuals.
Figure C.3 and Figure C.4 respectively show that, the amount of effort for peer-
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Figure C.2: Peers’ works assessed by a student
feedback should be within limits of 1 hour and peer-evaluation should be included
in a course not more than every 2-3 weeks.
Another finding was that the iterations in peer-evaluation are useful but should
not be more than two. Iterations could be used to increase learners’ mastery of the
subject through repeated tests on a given topic. However, if a particular group of
students does not perform well despite the iterations, the group members should be
swapped with members of other groups.
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Figure C.4: Frequency of evaluation
On the issue of anonymity in peer-evaluation, 50% of the respondents said that
it should be compulsory, 40% of them thought that it is not necessary; with student
number 7 explaining that “it should be open so that you can have the possibility to
ask the one that marked you why, may be he can explain why and may be help you”.
One student was indifferent on this.
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4.2. The expected impact of “peer-evaluation” on teaching and learning
This research has found that the students expect the peer-evaluation to have a
positive impact on their learning performance. It was said that peer-feedback could
give more opinions in a short time and by seeing the peers’ work, students would
push themselves to work harder in order to get better results. In addition to this
positive competition effect, the respondents revealed that peer-evaluation would im-
prove their analytical skills as they try to provide a constructive feedback.
As for the contribution of peer-evaluation results to the final grade, 60% of the
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Figure C.5: Student group size
respondents thought that this would not be helpful because they don’t trust that their
peers’ evaluation would be correct and fair. Student number 3 said that “it would
have to be marked by at least 4-5 people, I think, for that to really work and to be
fair, so that not just one get graded and you are stuck with that grade”. Another
raised concern was that the final grade could be affected by underperformance at
the early peer-evaluations when the students have not yet settled into the course.
On the other hand, 40% of the respondents said that peer-evaluation results should
contribute a percentage of the final grades, with one of them suggesting up to 70%.
Figure C.5 indicates that when students study in a group, there should be not
more than 3 students per group. The respondents suggested a manageable size of 3
for all group members to be able to discuss without much interference or the ten-
dency to move away from their task. This size also allows easy communication and
it is expected that at least one group member is likely to know how to approach the
given assignment. It became apparent that the group members’ selection criteria
were not straightforward, but it was suggested that groups be made of a mixture
of different skills/performance levels perhaps based on earlier grades. Even though
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there were also suggestions of putting together the students of the same caliber, ide-
ally each group should consist of at least one very good student, one good student
and one average or below average student.
When asked whether a “feedback on feedback” should be provided, respondents
indicated the need for it, saying that it would help on quality feedback provision.
But, this being time consuming, they also suggested that it should not be carried out
all the times. An indication of 1 out of 4 feedbacks was given. 60% of the respon-
dents recommended the contribution of the feedback on feedback towards the final
grade to ensure commitment and objectivity in feedback provision. One participant
noted that this contribution should not exceed 5% of the final grade, whereas two
other participants commented on its drawbacks such as time consumption and pe-
nalizing students on first rounds of peer-evaluation when they are not yet confident
about the process itself and the course of study.
4.3. Opinion on mobile peer-evaluation system (MOBIPEV)
The participants were also asked questions designed to evaluate their attitude
about a potential mobile communication technology supported peer-evaluation sys-
tem, which could be used in mathematics courses. The respondents indicated a great
interest in the system but 60% of them mentioned their preference for a Laptop PC
over smaller mobile devices. This is also reflected in Figure C.6 which shows the
minimum acceptable screen size for the mobile devices. For instance, student num-
ber 1 indicated that the minimum screen size should be 3 inches because “it is the
same screen I’ve been using to read text and I can read documents on this”. In ad-
dition to that, 90% of the respondents chose QUERTY keyboard as their preferred
input device for text input in feedback provision. On the visualizations and screen
resolutions, the respondents appeared not to be aware of available options but they
noted the need for color graphics.
Furthermore, all respondents indicated their concern about data traffic costs,
thus opting for Wi-Fi access technology because it is free to use on university cam-
pus and cheaper than cellular network if not on campus. Only 10% of the respon-
dents expressed a willingness to pay data traffic charges to carry out peer-evaluation,
but not to exceed 30 minutes of cellular network connection time. It is noted that,
60% of the respondents preferred “asynchronous” peer-evaluation because of flex-
ibility. The advantages of synchronous peer-evaluation such as easier organization
and efficiency were noted by 20% of the participants. The participants also indi-
cated that written text feedback is more suitable because the reader can have direct
control and easily grasp the feedback. Audio feedback would be optional.
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5. A NOVEL MOBILE PEER-EVALUATION SYSTEM PROCESSES
The previous two sections describe user studies and analysis that are used for study-
ing the user requirements and context of use. Subsequently, we proceed with a con-
ceptual presentation of the MOBIPEV system processes as follows:
1. The students enroll for a course
2. The students learn the course contents
3. The system prepares exercises
4. The system creates student groups (criteria based grouping)
5. The system distributes group exercises
6. Groups meet physically to work on exercises
7. Group members separately submit individual exercise solutions
8. The system assigns answer-sheets for review/evaluation to students
(a) Students are selected for evaluation and feedback provision:
i. random selection
ii. criterion based selection
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(b) Each student is assigned 3 answer-sheets
9. The system distributes answer-sheets and correct solutions to students
10. Students evaluate answers and submit their feedback and grades according to:
(a) The review/feedback criteria set by the teacher
(b) Grading criteria set by the teacher
11. The system has now three reviews per answer sheet:
(a) The quality of review is ensured by: Feedback on feedback with refer-
ence to the correct answer
(b) Comparing the reviews from 3 students
12. System generates and distributes new exercises based on last exercises’ topic
13. Students meet physically and work on updated exercises
14. Go to step number 7 one more time
15. Post processing:
(a) Performance statistics are collected
(b) Individual progress monitoring and reporting
6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
A user-centered design approach was adopted to develop mobile peer-evaluation
system processes. The results of one to one interviews of the potential system’s
users, have given early indications that the students are interested in getting feed-
back from peers. The regular peer-feedbacks should be carried out every 2 to 3
weeks; with each session not taking more than 1 hour, during which every student
participant would provide 3-4 feedbacks.
The respondents commented on the positive impact of peer-feedback on learn-
ing performance and they indicated the necessity to implement the system on mobile
platforms with screen sizes of 7” to 10” as well as QUERTY keyboard text input
facility.
Future work will follow the steps of an iterative user-centered design cycle to
develop the MOBIPEV system. The next step is the visualization of the design ideas
and evaluation of designs against user requirements through user studies. This re-
search has encountered user involvement challenges; however student participants
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took part thanks to using multiple communications channels. The authors will in
the future engage with the intended users at a very early stage.
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Abstract—This paper addresses technology supported formative assessment
in university mathematics education. The challenges of formative assessment
are the requirements for regular feedback and more student engagement in
the learning process. This paper suggests integrating peer-to-peer assessment
in mathematics education, using mobile tablet technology. The students are
engaged in providing feedback to each other and the technology allows for fast
and regular feedback provision. The paper presents the results of experiments
with undergraduate engineering students, using iPad tablets and a learning
management system. It is shown that mobile tablet technology can greatly
contribute to the integration of peer-to-peer assessment into mathematics ed-
ucation; and providing peer-feedback is a practical approach to formative as-
sessment.
Keywords—Peer-Assessment, mobile technology, formative assessment.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The new media technologies have not only extended learning opportunities, but they
are also reshaping the university education as a whole. The ever increasing number
of students and the quest for excellence in education, are also driving research ef-
forts into new pedagogical models, which would be appropriate in this media-rich
world. For instance, all undergraduate engineering students must study mathematics
courses; and they may be grouped into larger classes with a minimum of teacher-
to-student interaction (this is a real concern at the University of Agder and other
universities around the globe). Technologies such as real-time video streaming are
being used for teaching, but there is still a challenge to assess the students’ progress
as they learn (formative assessment).
The main purpose of this study is to investigate the students’ attitudes towards
technology enabled peer-to-peer assessment (P2PASS) using iPad tablet computers.
P2PASS is a form of formative assessment, expected to have a positive impact on
the students’ learning performance as well as their reflective skills. Peer assessment
encourages active learning and collaboration among students, as they assess each
other’s work and provide constructive feedback. On the other hand, this study will
provide empirical data on the usability of the adopted mobile technology and the
feasibility of P2PASS in a mathematics course.
The study will address the following research questions:
• What are the benefits that students can get from involvement into a P2PASS
in mathematics education at university level?
• What are the challenges and opportunities for integrating mobile technology
enabled P2PASS in mathematics education at university level?
The authors argue that mobile tablet technology offers many advantages for
learning: students can experience a natural feel with finger writing or stylus in
the same way as pen and paper; this would foster a faster technology adoption.
Once the students get used to this technology, it can also be time saving compared
to using alternative equation editor tools such as MathML (Mathematics Markup
Language), which requires a substantial amount of time to input mathematical sym-
bols. There is also a lack of flexibility in automated systems for the student to show
his own approach to problem solving. Grading systems rely mostly on multiple
choice questions (MCQ) type, hence missing the possibility to assess the student’s
understanding, strategies, reasoning, procedures and communication because those
aspects cannot simply be reflected in the final answer. Moreover, peer-assessment
on tablet technology adds a great advantage to be able to provide feedback on the
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same sheet as the assignment itself (student’s work).
The remainder of this paper is organised into 4 sections. In Section 2, this paper
provides a brief overview of peer-assessment, including technology supported peer-
assessment systems. In Section 3, the methods for this study are presented and in
Section 4, the results of the experimental work are presented together with analysis.
The final part, Section 5, summarizes our conclusions and future directions.
2. RELATED WORK
Peer-to-peer assessment stems from the practice of active learning. Falchikov
[7] emphasised the importance of students’ involvement in the assessment process
not only as the “testees” but also as the assessors. The author suggested that stu-
dents could be involved more productively in their assessment by peer assessment.
In peer assessment, students rate the performance of their peers through a four-stage
process comprising the preparation, the implementation, the follow-up and evalua-
tion as well as the replication. Despite peer-assessment being an “excellent way of
enhancing the learning process”, it may have some issues such as the students’ lack
of confidence and capacity to assess fairly and accurately, and their unwillingness
to do the teacher’s job among other things.
In recent studies on technology-supported peer assessment systems [12, 1, 3, 5],
several advantages were reported, from the savings in time and costs to improved
students’ performance. Web-based peer-assessment systems allow the assessors
(students and teachers) to enter grades and feedback. The systems described may
be efficient for subjects such as history, language studies and other studies for which
students are assessed on oral presentations or plain text answers. The authors have
not reported on any tools for writing mathematical symbols and equations. In ad-
dition to that, there are no indications of how the assessors could clearly indicate
on the same sheet any missing points and provide easy access to feedback. It is
noted that mobile technology has also been considered for peer-assessment [3, 5],
but in both studies there was no consideration for a touch input interface. A sep-
arate study at the University of Southern Queensland [2] considered the courses
where standardized answers and feedback could not be generated, thus requiring a
marker’s feedback on the individual level. Such courses involve a lot of mathemat-
ical or technical drawings, which proved to be time consuming for students to pro-
duce feedback. In that work, they studied the online marking with typed comments
(there were text boxes used for adding comments on each assessment criteria) and a
second option to provide hand written annotations on the students’ assignments us-
ing a Tablet PC (Toshiba Portege M750). At the end, the marker in this experiment
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was “supportive of the use of the Tablet PC”. The analysis done thereafter showed
no significant difference in the quantity and the quality of feedback, but still the
handwritten feedback provided more details.
Besides special tools that are needed for assessing mathematics, there is also
a need for appropriate mathematics assessment rubric to help students objectively
assess their peers’ work. Egodawatte [6] proposed a comprehensive rubric for as-
sessing mathematical problem solving tasks.
3. METHODS
Subsequent to a literature review, an experimentalist approach was adopted for
conducting user studies and technology evaluation. The investigations consisted
of experiments, observations and a survey which was completed at the end of the
experiments. To study the integration of P2PASS into mathematics education, the
researcher obtained consent from the teaching staff of first year and second year en-
gineering mathematics to use the exercises from their respective courses. This has
allowed the study on the assessment of learning while it is happening. The teachers
provided both the question papers as well as the correct answers, the latter being
needed for the students to provide correct and meaningful feedback to each other.
3.1 Research intentions
The practice of peer assessment has been around for several years and in dif-
ferent fields of study. However, to the best of our knowledge, still a lot has to be
done in the area of mathematics peer-assessment based on mobile tablet technology.
Therefore, this study intends to help understand this topic from a practical point of
view:
1. Can students perform the peer assessment in mathematics using mobile tech-
nology tools and the LMS?
2. How do students actually perform the involved tasks (solving mathematics
problems, providing and receiving feedback)? Which usability problems that
the students may find?
3. How is the student peer-feedback? Questions related to the quantity, quality
and clarity of the peer-feedback
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3.2 Participants sample
The participants in this study are engineering students in: mechatronics, as
well as civil, computing, electrical and electronics engineering. All participants
were taking a mathematics course at the time of experiments and, they had basic
computer literacy without prior experience of using iPad tablets. There were 96%
(23)male and 4% (1) female students. 63% of the participants were between 20-25
years old, whereas 17% (4) were below 20 years and the remaininng were above 25
years old including 13% (3) older than 30 years. With a total of 24 respondents, the
study would uncover usability problems to a great extent. In fact, previous studies
[9] [10] suggest that as few as 5 users are good enough for simple user testing (qual-
itative studies) and 20 users can typically provide a reasonable confidence interval
in quantitative studies.
The experiments were conducted during the autumn semester 2011. This pa-
per reports on the researchers’ observations, the participants’ opinions collected
through a think-aloud technique and the results of a survey instrument.
3.3 Systems and technologies
This study was based on the use of Apple iPad tablet computers with a selection
of mobile applications for the iOS operating system. The iPad was chosen as a
mobile platform to take advantage of the mobility, portability, wireless connectivity,
relatively high processing power as well as a large memory. Additionally, the iPad
has a good support for multimodal user interfaces including the support for hand-
writing. The iPad touch screen is of a great interest because it is possible to directly
write on it, especially the mathematics which involve a lot of symbol characters in
equations and formulas.
In this work, we used a mobile application to annotate, delete, and input text on
top of PDF documents, using either a finger or a stylus pen.
It is argued that for a formative assessment to be effective, the feedback should
be timely accessible to the intended receiver (a student). On the other hand, how-
ever, peer-to-peer assessment also requires equal active participation of all students,
both as feedback providers and feedback receivers. Therefore, there is a need for
a system to allow submission of the work to be assessed and subsequent access to
the same work for the assessors (feedback providers); especially in case of a syn-
chronous assessment process. This was achieved using a Learning management
System (LMS) called “Fronter” [11] and an iPad web browser application “iCab-
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Figure D.1: Peer-to-peer assessment experimental model
Mobile” [4] which supports downloading and uploading of files to the LMS. Each
participant can have read and write access rights to documents owned by three other
students so that he/she could assess their work as illustrated in Figure D.1. In this
way, everyone was able to provide feedback to up to three other students, and like-
wise receive up to three feedback from different colleagues. It is argued that this
can help students to learn from different perspectives.
3.4 Experiment design
This study was conducted in a controlled environment, a laboratory setting as
shown in Figure D.2. Before the experiments begin, the researcher uploaded to the
LMS a set of mathematics exercises provided by the teacher. At the start, each stu-
dent was given an iPad, and the researcher explained the peer-to-peer assessment
process for 10 minutes, with a brief demo of the tools on the iPad. Then students
were grouped according to their performance in the last mathematics exams, in such
a way that each group of 3 students would have at least one member with either
an “A” or “B” grade where possible. Collaboration was encouraged among group
members. Upon completion of the given exercises, the correct answers were up-
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loaded to the LMS, and the research explained the mathematics assessment rubric,
which consisted of five criteria: the Understanding, Strategies, Reasoning, Pro-
cedures and Communication. The assessors (students) were required to rate their
peers’ performance (High, Medium, Low) and provide a feedback. Once all the
papers are marked and uploaded back to the LMS, each participant should be able
to see his/her initially submitted work along with the feedback.
Figure D.2: Peer-to-peer assessment session
Subsequent to students’ grouping, each participant solved the given questions
using the iPad and submitted the work to the LMS. Once everyone has submitted,
the correct answer sheet was made accessible to all, and every participant was as-
signed 2-3 papers to assess with reference to the assessment rubric. The next step
was to submit the marked papers with feedback to the LMS so that each participant
could have access to 2 or 3 feedback provided by his/her colleagues (peers).
A survey instrument was used to collect students’ opinions on peer-to-peer as-
sessment in general, their experience with mobile technology supported peer-to-
peer assessment system and the way forward (potential improvements).
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4. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
4.1 Summary of the researcher’s observations
At the beginning of all experiments, students appeared very interested in the
process and as expected some of them started exploring the iPad as soon as they
were handed to them. There was a mixture of curiosity and a great interest in the
new experience. As the researcher explained about the process, students were en-
gaged in finding out the available tools on iPad and within 5-10 min, about 40% of
them had already managed to download the mathematics question paper. It was also
observed that around 25 % of the students had a tendency to first solve the problems
on paper then write down the answers on the iPad.
(a) Student ‘A’ receives feedback from student ‘Y’.
(b) Student ‘A’ receives feedback from student ‘Z’.
Figure D.3: Example of 2 feedback received by one student.
Despite the guidance of the researcher for the students to work on the touch in-
terface straight away, still some of them resisted and kept on using both methods
(pen and paper as well as iPad touch interface). 60 to 70 % of the students used
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the pen at least on one occasion for solving the math problems, and one of the re-
spondents just solved all the problems on paper and the researcher helped to scan
the paper (using the iPad camera) and uploaded the paper as a PDF document on
Fronter. On the other hand, all students were very enthousiastic in providing peer-
feedback using the touch interface. Figure D.3(a) and Figure D.3(b) illustrate an
example of how two students provided feedback on the same work but in a different
way, with one marker providing an indication of what was missing and the right
formula that should have been used.
(a) Detailed feedback.
(b) Summary feedback.
Figure D.4: Peer-feedback provision.
Peer-feedback comprised of both free text as well as typed text. Even tough
an assessment rubric was given, many students also gave a feedback in their own
words and indicated the errors on the answer sheet as shown in Figure D.4(a). On
the other hand, however, there were also students who used keywords for the per-
formance levels (Low, Medium, High) to rate their peers’ work as shown in Figure
D.4(b). Annotations were observed on a majority of marked paper; which indi-
cates the willingness of students to provide a more personalized feedback rather
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than strictly conforming to the assessment rubric. This study showed indications of
promoting student responsibility and high level of engagement in learning.
Collaboration among students was also stressed in this study, and students were
often seen seeking help from the peers in their group as well as those in the neigh-
bouring group. Timely help was offered as the researcher observed the students
explaining the math principles and referring their peers to the relevant course mate-
rials from their mathematics books.
From the usability perspective, all participants were generally challenged by the
new tools and needed assistance from the researcher, in addition to the instructions
sheet that was handed to them at the beginning. The user interfaces were not very in-
tuitive, therefore there was a higher necessity to recall rather than recognise, which
usually minimise memory loading on behalf of the user. System message boxes
such as “Open In” or “Save in Downloads” don’t tell much the user unless he/she is
quite familiar with the interface. The learnability of the tools proved difficult.
The affordance of the “PDF Expert” application was liked by the majority of
users because they could easily manage to choose the tools needed for opening a
file, writing and saving; but scrolling and clicking was not obvious since the system
responsiveness was not always the same. Students adopted a trial and error ap-
proach to achieve their goals. The students appeared to have the pleasure with the
iPad, and the portability of the device was well appreciated with some users sitting
in a very relaxing way while working on the given task.
4.2 Survey results
4.2.1 Students’ opinions on P2PASS
In a previous study related to student peer-assessment [8], we have found that
students would be interested in getting feedback from their peers. The survey re-
sults in this study confirmed a positive attitude towards peer-assessment, with only
8% of the participants below the average on the Likert scale as shown in Figure
D.5(a). The majority of the respondents (67%) believe that their colleagues can
provide them with a meaningful and fair feedback. In addition to that, 50% of the
respondents felt confident to make a fair and responsible assessment of their peers’
work and 25% were not sure, whereas 25% of the respondents said ’no’. Upon
completion of the peer to peer assessment exercise, 21% and 38% found the peer
feedback ’very useful’ and ’useful’ respectively.
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Figure D.5: Students’ opinions on P2PASS process.
The participants also mentioned the usefulness of peer-feedback provision, with
statements such as “it could help me understand if i did see what other people do”,
“getting to see common errors would be useful for me too” and “when I have to ex-
plain something to another person I do understand it better myself”. Peer-feedback
provision also helps in reflective skills development as one student pointed out:
“Helping others to understand is an easy way of forcing myself to reflect on my
own competence”. Other students were interested in peer-feedback because they
believe that peer-feedback on assignments greatly helps a student’s progress in his/
her learning process. The study suggests that 20-40 minutes could be spent on feed-
back provision regularly (at least once every two weeks).
On the other hand however, solving the mathematics problems on iPad appeared
time consuming for the participants since it was their first time using this tool. The
user interfaces were not user friendly, and one of the student expressed his frustra-
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tion saying that ‘A lot of time was wasted due to problems with the interface, and
way too much time spent trying to solve the math problems compared to giving
feedback’. Giving feedback was a lot easier, at first much of the time was spent
on navigating the iPad rather than providing feedback, but this trend decreased as
students got used to the interface.
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Figure D.6: Opinions on P2PA model.
The students expressed mixed opinions on the mathematic assessment rubric
that was given to them. Some thought it was good and well defined, but others
could not well understand the criteria. It was suggested that ‘the main focus should
be on giving a written comment instead of giving a mark for each separate criteria’.
There is a clear indication that students need more skills to act as assessors.
The peer-feedback was found helpful by 66.6% (16) of the participants, the rea-
sons being the opportunity to understand and correct their own mistakes, in addi-
tion to increasing their confidence to perform the given tasks. Some of the students
(high-performer) noted that they could recognise their mistakes themselves by see-
ing the correct answersheet, but others didn’t read the feedback because they were
exhausted by the end of the experiment.
P2PASS has also a motivational factor among other things. The students men-
tioned that the idea of peer-feedback made them spend more time on their studies
and work harder. There is also a “feel good and positive competition” element
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because students can help others and see “how well others have done and then com-
pare them to oneself”.
Student collaboration was another aspect of study in this paper. Students worked
in groups of 3 students, and at the end of the experiment, it became clear that it was
important for them to work together. A student stated that “Collaboration makes
participants work as a team and discuss ideas. This in turn increases the knowledge
of participants”. The results here obtained, emphasise the need to foster collabora-
tion among students since it helps them not only for knowledge acquisition but also
for developing their social skills.
4.2.2 Students’ opinions on the usability of technology-supported P2PASS
Generally, the system suitability for learning scored low. Users found difficult
to learn the system functionalities, hence conformity with user expectation was also
low. Since the learnability was low for the majority of users, the effectiveness was
greatly affected as the experiments took longer than expected (average duration was
3 hours).
Participants expressed usability problems related to the system responsiveness
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Figure D.7: Opinion on P2PA tools.
and interaction, the user interface was not very intuitive and iOS “apps dependent”
file management system is not user friendly. The user guidance of the mobile ap-
plications that were used was also poor : there were no detailed error messages and
some of the actions were not confirmed upon execution; hence prompting the users
to repeat the same action several times. On the other hand, however, there are also
indications of improvements in suitability for the task as users get used to the sys-
tem.
Despite some difficulties to use iPad, the concept was much appreciated; with
statements such as “Portability is important. The touch feature of the iPad is also
better than a mouse, since you can draw and write uncommon sign without a lot of
hassle. The size, weight and battery power is also important” and “It might help in
the sense that you’d be able to check out feedback and such at any time, any place”.
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4.3 Challenges and potential improvements
This study encountered the challenges concerning the students’ involvement,
conceptual understanding of peer-assessment as well as technology adoption. Stu-
dents did not respond well to the invitations to participate in this study. As a re-
cruitment strategy, participants were rewarded with the university bookstore gift
cards, and in some cases their participation was considered instead of a compulsory
coursework. Further on, peer-assessment concept was new to the students and there
were concerns regarding the quality of feedback they might receive from their peers,
the additional workload involved and the potential impact on their final grades. As
it was mentioned earlier, participants were concerned about their lack of necessary
skills in mathematics assessment; hence we suggest that a system should be put in
place to enhance the students’ judgment capacity and foster the active role of stu-
dents as assessors.
Peer-feedback is one of the good approaches to formative assessment, especially
in large classes because it would be very difficult for a teacher and very costly to pro-
vide regular individual feedback. It is also suggested that students work in groups
in order to foster collaborative learning since it proved beneficial in this study.
The participants also expressed issues related to the technology tools used in
this study, not only because they were not familiar with the tools, but also because
the tools were not necessarily designed for mathematics peer-assessment purposes.
The problems range from file management to finding the right tools such as the pen
colors and sizes. The user control was limited as well, and in some cases partic-
ipants could not easily find their way to perform a desired task or go back from
an unwanted function. It was challenging for participants to recognise and recover
from errors, since the users were not timely informed on the system status (success
or failure). Improvements can focus on training the students on the available tools
while working towards a development of an integrated tool.
5. CONCLUSIONS
This paper presented results of iPad mobile tablet technology-supported P2PASS
experiments for two mathematics courses. The study confirmed that peer-assessment
can foster student engagement and responsibility in their learning. In addition to
portability, connectivity and mobility features of the iPad, this study has proved the
advantages of tablet technology in writing mathematics expressions, and this can
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be time saving especially in providing an elaborate (step by step) feedback. How-
ever, this study found no clear evidence of the benefits to use iPad in solving math
problems. The technology acceptance was found greatly dependent on how well
the peer-assessment could be planned especially in regards to students’ training on
how to use the tools.
Future research is required to find the effectiveness of the P2PASS carried out
over a period of time. This would be necessary to exclude the effects of learnability
issues and to enable the measurement of the potential impact on students’ perfor-
mance. It is also desirable to carry out the same experiments with students of a
different social and ethnographic background since collaborative learning could be
affected by such parameters. The iPad is easy to use in general but the current set of
available applications and LMS solutions are not well integrated and prevent an ef-
ficient use for P2PASS. This may change once iPad-like devices are cheaper, more
widely spread, and when more integrated solutions have evolved.
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Abstract —This paper addresses student centred learning in mobile envi-
ronments. The challenges of student centred learning implementation are the
requirements to provide learning resources/services according to the needs of
individual students and adaptability to dynamically changing student contexts.
The concept of student centred learning places the student at the centre of
teaching and learning, and the student has more responsibility and ownership
of his/her learning. This paper proposes the application of semantic technolo-
gies to create a mobile learning context model in order to support the student
centred learning environments. A context-aware mobile learning ontology is
presented, together with rules that are applied for reasoning on learning re-
sources/services which would be considered by the student. The paper provides
learning scenarios with rule based reasoning, and suggests a student centred
learning service architecture.
Keywords—Context-awareness, mobile learning, semantics, ontology.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The quest for excellence in education has driven research efforts both in pedagogical
models and educational technology over many years. Recently, it was argued that
future teaching and learning will embrace new technology enabled constructivist
learning concepts, including the use of mobile technology to improve the students’
engagement in the learning process [3]. In this context, the student is active and the
emphasis is put on what the student does in order to acquire knowledge or skills.
This will involve a high level of student’s choice in education and customization of
learning to suit different individuals.
In the late 90’s, Hannafin et al. [2] discussed technology-enhanced student cen-
tred learning environments, with the identification of their foundations and assump-
tions. Through a review and a critical analysis of such environments, the authors
noted the potential to address individuals’ learning interests, and enhance the learn-
ers’ thinking ability as well as their understanding. On the other hand however,
the implementation of technology supported student centred learning environments,
involves complex processes in terms of pedagogic conceptual adaptation and opti-
mization of adopted technology tools.
Our approach capitalizes on students’ ability to make choices on what they want
to learn, how they prefer to learn it and their context information such as the loca-
tion, time and the activity among others. The aim is to assist the students in making
their choices while being encouraged to identify their needs, to explore the avail-
able learning opportunities, to reason and to learn what they believe is necessary
and meaningful.
This paper presents in section 2 an overview of related work, comprising of a
literature review of context-aware mobile learning. In section 3, a context-aware
mobile learning ontology is discussed and, in section 4, a semantic web rules lan-
guage is used for rule based reasoning on scenarios of student centred learning. The
last section is a conclusion with future directions.
II. CONTEXT-AWARE MOBILE LEARNING
Mobile learning, a modern concept of using mobile technology in teaching and
learning, has seen an increasing interest among educators and researchers. Context-
aware mobile learning is of special interest because of the context dimension which
is defined as “any information that can be used to characterize the situation of an
entity [1]”; and the awareness as used in context-aware systems, whereby the aware-
ness stands for the use of “context to provide relevant information and/or services
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to the user, where relevancy depends on the user’s task” [1].
Lehsten et al. [5] proposed an extension of Learning Management Systems to
provide personalized mobile learning services. It is suggested that using mobile de-
vice features like positioning, acceleration sensors, or the camera, the user’s inten-
tions are detected. Then, based on the knowledge of user’s location and timetable,
helpful and interesting university services are offered, such as the location-sensitive
lecture streaming, guiding the way to books recommended by the lecturer in the
library, campus navigation, accessing optimized lecture notes for mobile devices
and using ubiquitous features of the whole university computing infrastructure. It is
noted that, in this work, context information was only limited to time and location.
Furthermore, another study considered user perceptions and preferences for a
context-aware personalized mobile learning application [9]. The authors carried
out an interview study of individual mobile learning preferences comprising of the
location of study, noise or distraction levels in a location and the time of the day.
The typical locations of study were sorted into study-dedicated areas, home areas,
cafes and transport facilities. It was mentioned that preferred locations are related
to factors affecting student concentration levels such as noise, busyness of the envi-
ronment, temperature, light and layout of the room, motivation, time of the day and
urgency of the task. The authors argue that current location, noise level, and time of
day can be detected to determine appropriate learning materials for a student profile
(preferred location of study, preferred noise level and preferred time of day). That
study does not provide details of how appropriate learning materials are defined.
In a separate study, Moore et al. [6] discussed the effective creation and im-
plementation of an individual profile, termed as context. They defined two general
types of context: a static context (customisation) in which the user is actively in-
volved in making the profile and, a dynamic context (personalisation) whereby the
system detects, analyses and reacts dynamically to the user’s behavior. Subsequent
to user profile creation, context matching and processing was carried out in order to
enable an effective use of contextual information. Through a scenario based evalu-
ation and simulation, context matching and context processing rules were tested out
using semantic web technologies. Context matching may prove difficult if there are
highly dynamic context factors as well as possibilities to encounter anomalous or
ambiguous contexts.
Context in mobile learning can be modeled using the ontology, which is a spec-
ification of a concept. The ontology is used to present and organize a learner’s
context and, a context-aware mobile learning model can be constructed based on
ontology and case-based reasoning approach.
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In the next sections, we present our approach to context-aware mobile learning.
The novelty of our approach resides in the combination of mobile technology as-
pects for user profile building and the user’s ability to supply context information
as well as the selection of learning resources. Here the focus is put on reasoning on
the student’s context and learning style in order to suggest to him/her the learning
resources/services.
III. CONTEXT-AWARE MOBILE LEARNING ONTOLOGY
Mobile learning can play an important role in enabling student centred learning.
A student can choose his/her preferred learning style and, given today’s mobile de-
vices capabilities, some of the student’s context information such as time, location
and activity can be detected and used for learning purposes. Furthermore, the stu-
dent can be involved in manual creation of his/her profile using a mobile device.
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Figure E.1: Context-aware mobile learning ontology
Figure E.1 illustrates a context-aware mobile learning ontology that was devel-
oped with Prote´ge´ [8] Web Ontology Language (OWL) editor. Generally, the ontol-
ogy, as a specification of a domain concept, explicitly describes the context elements
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and defines the relationships between the entities in terms of object properties and
data properties. OWL offers the capability to create four ontology components: (i)
concepts, (ii) instances, (iii) relations and (iv) axioms. In this work, we suggest 5
main concepts to describe a context-aware mobile learning domain.
1. Courses: This is a class with subclasses representing the specific courses that
are offered. Course classes such as “IKT709” will also have “instances” to rep-
resent courses that are offered during a particular academic year or semester.
2. Person: This is a class whose individual entities represent the students. It helps
to collect individual students’ data such as names and contact addresses.
3. Context: a student context is comprised of his/her current activity and location.
(a) Activity : Three main sets of activities are defined as follows:
i. Working: All activities directly related to the studies. These can in-
clude tasks such as working on an assignment, laboratory work or
group study. Such activities can take place both during the official
study time or any other time when the student works on his/her own
initiative. This kind of context information can be collected onto the
ontology through customisation.
ii. Travelling: Any activities that involve moving from a point in space
to another. This context information helps to determine appropriate
formats of learning materials; for example, due to safety reasons, we
would not expect a student to be able to read course notes while riding
a bike.
iii. Resting: All activities during which the student is not supposed to
be studying. These include activities such as sleeping, socializing
with friends and sporting just to name a few. We assume that these
activities take place during the student’s free time, which is out of
official studying hours. Therefore, the context aware mobile learning
system should only suggest such learning activities that are not com-
pulsory and might not disrupt the student’s right to rest. For instance,
it would not be necessarily appreciated if a student was to receive an
alarm message while he/she is sleeping.
(b) Location: We have defined two main sets of locations:
i. MobileDynamicLocation: This is defined as a set of locations where
a student can be while travelling. We consider that a student can be
on a bus, in a car, on a foot path, on a train or a plane. It is noted that
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although the list may not be exhaustive, it gives a good indication of
possible mobile locations.
ii. FixedLocation: This is a complement set to the previous one (Mobile-
DynamicLocation). It comprises of locations in which the student is
not moving in space, with consideration to both indoor and outdoor
environments. For instance, the indoor locations can be subclassified
into public and private areas.
In addition to the activity and location, we have considered four learning styles
with reference to Kolb’s learning styles [4]. Using a self-descriptive inventory,
Kolb measured differences in learning styles and he identified four most sig-
nificant learning styles. It is noted that, in this paper, we have appended each
learning style with the word “Style” for the sake of consistency in the naming
of “learning concept”:
4. LearningStyle:
(a) DivergerStyle: This style refers to a way of knowledge development through
a combination of Concrete Experience (feeling) and Reflective Observa-
tion (watching) of the environment around the student. Students in this
category dispose of strong imaginative abilities, and they are capable of
discerning concrete situations from a multitude of viewpoints and ideas.
(b) ConvergerStyle: Students with this learning style prove to have domi-
nant Abstract Conceptualisation (thinking) and Active Experimentation
(doing) learning abilities.
(c) AssimilatorStyle: The learning is achieved through thinking (Abstract
Conceptualisation) and watching (Reflective Observation). Students with
this learning style are said to be capable of inductive reasoning as well as
model and theory creation.
(d) AccommodatorStyle: This learning style is marked by the strengths in
Concrete Experience and Active Experimentation. Students who fall in
this category are those who are more involved in doing things, making
new plans and experiments as well as taking part in new experiences.
5. Resources: The resources describe services and learning materials that can be
offered to the student. For instance, the system can deliver messaging services
such as alerts and announcements in addition to providing podcasts and lec-
ture videos. Reading materials are also another form of resources that can be
offered in this context.
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IV. RULE BASED REASONING FOR A STUDENT CENTRED LEARNING
ENVIRONMENT
In order to implement a student-centered learning environment, each student’s pro-
file is collected into the ontology. Profile elements consist of a student bio-data,
course of study, context, and learning style.
Context 
Resources 
Location Activity LearningStyle Course 
Person 
hasLocation 
hasActivity 
hasLearningStyle 
hasCourse 
hasResources 
makeUseOfResources 
canAccessResources 
canUseResources 
isA 
isA 
hasAccess 
Figure E.2: Rule-based reasoning for a student centred learning
Figure E.2 shows the ontology’s entities and relationships that are used for rea-
soning on the learning resources/ services offered to different students. Given the
student’s activity at a given time, location, learning style, and the course of study;
the student can be offered learning resources (services) accordingly. These services
include the provision of course materials in the form of documents (reading ma-
terials) and podcasts (here called VideoCast/ AudioCast), as well as a messaging
service (PhoneService) for alerts and announcements. Using the Semantic Web
Rules Language (SWRL), rules are written so that a reasoner can infer the learning
resources that will be offered to a given student. The logic behind the reasoning
is that the student should be allowed to choose whether he/she would like to have
access only to those resources according to the context and learning style or to have
access to an extended list with priorities of resources following predefined rules.
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In order to illustrate the rule based reasoning, in the next subsection, we present
4 scenarios showing how the student can be offered learning resources. The scenar-
ios are built on the context information presented in the ontology given above, the
learning styles as well as the courses of study. As a proof of concept, the scenarios
were implemented using OWL DL and SWRL in Prote´ge´.
4.1 Student centred learning scenarios
Annie is a student who has enrolled on an English course. Her learning style
was predefined as a “Diverger”, and she is at the moment working (individual study)
at home. Annie’s learning style was set manually(customisation) and her activity
and location information are being dynamically collected by a mobile device (per-
sonalisation) onto the ontology. Annie should be given access to learning resources
that are appropriate to her current profile and, she should be able to make choices as
to have access to a wider range of materials (less profile related restrictions). There-
fore, four rules are added on the ontology to make that possible. Rule number one
is first applied in response to Annie’s profile (context and learning style), and then
Annie is given an option to choose her preferences on additional learning materials.
The implementation of the rule based reasoning is achieved with JESS rule engine
(Sandia, 2008).
• Rule 1. Access to resources restricted to the student’s context and learning style:
Person(?P)ˆ Course(?C) ˆ hasCourse(?P;?C) ˆ hasResources(?C;?R) ˆ hasActiv-
ity(?P;?A) ˆ hasLocation(?P;?L) ˆ canAccessResources(?A;?R)
ˆ hasLearningStyle(?P;?l) ˆ makeUseOfResources(?l;?R) ˆ canUseResources(?L;?R)
→ hasAccess(?P; ?R)
Subsequent to the reasoning on this rule, the rule engine has inferred that Annie
can have access to an English course Videocast (lecture video). This is based on her
learning style, which suggests that she can learn by watching a video, her activity
which is studying and the home as a ’private area location’. The ’studying’ activity
can access ’VideoCast’ resources and the ’private area location’ can use the ’Video-
Cast’ resources as well. The same rule also had first to check on Annie’s course of
study in order to return English learning resources.
In addition to the inferences from rule number 1, using the available OWL APIs;
there is a possibility to generate a request for Annie to trigger the reasoning on the
rules number 2 to 4 so that she can have access to an extended range of learning
resource as presented in the next rule scenarios.
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• Rule 2. Access to resources relevant to the student’s course of study and learn-
ing style:
Person(?P) ˆ Course(?C) ˆ hasCourse(?P;?C) ˆ hasResources(?C;?R) ˆ hasLearn-
ingStyle(?P;?l) ˆ makeUseOfResources(?l;?R)→ hasAccess(?P; ?R)
• Rule 3. Access to all resources relevant to the student’s course of study:
Person(?P) ˆ Course(?C) ˆ hasCourse(?P;?C) ˆ hasResources(?C;?R)
→ hasAccess(?P; ?R)
• Rule 4. Access to resources from all courses related to the student’s course of study:
Person(?P) ˆ Course(?C) ˆ hasCourse(?P;?C) ˆ hasResources(?C;?R) ˆ isRelat-
edTo(?C;?T) ˆ hasResources(?T;?Z)→ hasAccess(?P; ?R)ˆhasAccess(?P; ?Z)
4.2 Student centred learning environment
· Learning/Content 
Management System 
· Ontology storage & 
Processing
· Rule based reasoning
· Context collection
· Mobile services
Context data
Learning resources /Services
Internet
Figure E.3: Student centred learning service architecture.
A student centred learning environment can be enabled through the integration
of ontology based mobile learning context model and a learning management sys-
tem (LMS).
Figure E.3 presents a student centred learning service architecture, consisting
of an enhanced LMS which handles the ontology storage, processing and reasoning
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together with a mobile device which handles the context data collection as well as
learning resources delivery. Our approach proposes to make use of Prote´ge´ OWL
API (Application programming interface) in order to define the interactions be-
tween the ontology and the existing LMS which can host the learning resources on
one hand. On the other hand, using the mobile operating system API, a mobile ap-
plication can be defined to push context data into the ontology. Subsequently, a rule
engine will reason on the context data so that new (updated) instances of learning
resources can be generated and exported into the ontology. Once the ontology is
updated, the mobile application should retrieve appropriate learning resources from
the LMS.
V. CONCLUSION
Student centred learning as opposed to teacher centred learning not only places the
student at the centre of the learning process but also seeks to improve the learning
efficiency through active learning. This requires the consideration of the student’s
profile and the student’s ability to control their learning. The student profile can be
established and regularly updated both manually and automatically using the sen-
sors embedded in mobile devices.
With the knowledge of students’ context information, personalized services can
be offered to the students. Students are involved in this mobile learning model both
in building their profile on which the reasoning on learning resources is done, and
choosing the resources that they want to use for learning. This paper discussed the
development of a mobile learning ontology, and a rule based reasoning for efficient
implementation of student centred learning environments.
Our implementation has considered OWL DL together with SWRL, and it has
enabled access to learning resources according to both the student’s profile (con-
text and learning style) as well as the student’s choice of learning resources. Since
this work has proved the viability of semantic web technologies for student centred
learning, future work will consider additional aspects of learning such as students’
understanding levels and learning performance for advanced reasoning on learning
resources and services.
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Investigating the Usability of iPad Mobile Tablet in
Formative Assessment of a Mathematics Course
Ghislain Maurice Norbert Isabwe
Faculty of Engineering and Science, University of Agder
Jon Lilletuns vei 9, 4879 Grimstad, Norway
E-mail: maurice.isabwe@uia.no
Abstract —Formative assessment allows students to judge their learning
progress against a given standard or assessment criteria during the course of
study. There are challenges related to the generation and delivery of feedback
for formative purposes, for instance the students’ engagement in their learning,
the pedagogy adopted and the usability of the technology tools used in this re-
gard. This paper presents a study of iPad mobile tablet technology-supported
peer-to-peer assessment (P2PASS), which is a modern form of formative assess-
ment. The experimental work was undertaken at Kigali Institute of Science
and Technology (KIST) in Rwanda. The implementation of P2PASS in this
study shows the students’ engagement in learning mathematics, and allowed
the investigation on the possibilities of improving their mastery of the subject.
This paper further discusses the students’ attitudes towards the P2PASS pro-
cess as well as the technological tools used. The usability problems of the iPad
applications are discussed, together with the implications of using mobile tablet
technology in providing the feedback on the mathematical work.
Keywords—Mobile technology, usability, peer-assessment.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Every engineering student must take mathematics course(s) at some point of his/her
education. Hence, there is a constant need to improve the ways of teaching and
learning mathematics. The student centred learning concept emphasises the im-
portance of student engagement and responsibility in learning; in addition to that,
the advancements in information and communication technology have increased
the opportunities of technology-supported teaching and learning. The future learn-
ing processes are likely to continue evolving from the behaviourist and cognitivist
learning theories towards constructivist learning and social learning.
Constructivist learning is founded on the abilities of students to be actively in-
volved in the construction of knowledge based on personal experiences. That theory
of learning is well suited in the media-rich environments, which can facilitate the
exploration of the new approaches to learning such as the active learning. Active
learning requires ownership of the learning and progressive judgement of the mas-
tery of subject, which should take place regularly during the course of study. This
judgment, known as “formative assessment”, can help the learner (student) to mea-
sure progress against a certain standard or reference in order to timely bridge the
gap that may exist between the level of knowledge of the student and the learning
goal.
Formative assessment of the mathematics is of special interest since it requires
judgment on every step of the answer. Hence, the assessor should be able to provide
feedback on different elements of the answer: (1) the correctness of calculations,
(2) the understanding of methods and procedures and (3) the easiness of reading and
understanding the mathematical expressions. Additionally, it is important to men-
tion and correct the mistakes/errors at the point where they appear on the student’s
answer-sheet rather than at the end of all answers. This work proposes a new ap-
proach to formative assessment in mathematics courses, supported by mobile tablet
technology. The strengths of mobile computing are combined with the features of
a Learning Management System (LMS) to facilitate the provisioning of students-
generated feedback. The experimental investigations were carried out to assess the
pedagogical aspects and technical usability of the model.
The next section presents the research goals of this work, followed by a litera-
ture review of related work presented in section 3. In section 4, the paper presents
the methods used for the investigations and section 5 discusses the findings and
limitations encountered. The final section draws conclusions and gives the future
directions.
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II. RESEARCH GOALS
The goal of this work is to study the formative assessment; in order to devise
the processes of technology-supported P2PASS. Then, to carry out a field study
to investigate the usability of our proposed approach, as applied to a mathematics
course. Finally, the researcher observes the participants’ behaviours while complet-
ing the given task, and he administers a survey at the end in order to collect data on
the following points:
• Pedagogical aspects: What are the students’ attitudes towards the peer-to-peer-
assessment? Does the P2PASS motivate and engage students? How do the
students, in collaboration with others, solve mathematics problems? What do
students think about peer-feedback in general?
• Usability: What are the technical usability problems that students may find
while using the iPad mobile tablet for peer-feedback provision?
III. RELATED WORK
As the interest in mobile learning increases in different educational settings,
studies are being undertaken towards the use of mobile devices for assessment pur-
poses [1][2][3]. Consideration is given to the potential of mobile learning, in terms
of the mobility, the availability and flexibility of learning. The challenge is to know
how the educational strategies such as the peer-assessment can be practically sup-
ported. The literature suggests that the students could benefit from mobile peer-
assessment, given that there would be multiple assessments, hence allowing the
students to improve their work after each assessment.
In his work on formative assessment, Sadler [4] discussed how the appraisal of
the student’s work can help to improve his/her competence; stressing the impor-
tance of multiple criteria in assessing the student’s work where the answer may not
simply be right or wrong. This kind of assessment requires the assessor (student)
to have the necessary skills to judge the quality of work, in order to provide a valid,
meaningful and fair feedback. The assessor should have an idea of the goal or the
reference level in order to compare that with the work to be appraised, and then
advise on the necessary action towards meeting the reference level (specifically by
providing a constructive feedback to suggest how the gap between the current per-
formance and the reference level can be bridged).
Although several studies [5][6][7] have acclaimed the positive impact of for-
mative assessment, there are also concerns about the efficiency of methodologies
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and designs that are used in this regard. Therefore, there is a need to establish a
framework for the best practices to maximize the benefits of formative assessment
[8]. Aoun [9] revisited the effectiveness of peer-assessment, and he argued that the
problems with the peer-assessment are results of the process, meaning the imple-
mentation, rather than the product which means the concept. An effective imple-
mentation of the peer-assessment process should be emphasised in order to realise
the educational benefits of peer-assessment as a concept.
For a successful implementation of the technology-supported peer-assessment,
attention should be paid to the pedagogical aspects and the technological aspects as
well. Technology-supported peer-assessment carries a learning component which
can be appreciated to a certain extent with reference to the pedagogical usability
criteria introduced by Nokelainen [10]. The author defines the pedagogical usabil-
ity as a “sub-concept of utility” (derived from a classification by Nielsen [11] where
the utility “refers to the ability of the system to generally provide functions that cor-
responds with the needs of the users”). Out of the ten pedagogical usability criteria
that were identified in [10], we can mention four which are closely related to peer-
assessment: (1) the learner’s activity, (2) goal orientation, (3) motivation, and (4)
feedback.
The concept of technical usability is of a great importance for the success of
any product that is intended for human interaction. Studies into technical usability
spanning more than two decades, have mainly addressed how the people who use
a product might be able to easily and quickly accomplish their task(s)[12][13]. Us-
ability studies are concerned with the system characteristics such as the ease of use,
efficiency (time spent on the task), effectiveness (task completion by the users),
learnability or easiness to learn, aesthetics (appearance) and the user satisfaction
which relates to how the user feels towards using the system. Measuring the usabil-
ity of technology-supported learning systems is needed in order to know what the
intended users (students) think about the system; and it is arguably believed that this
can play a key role in the technology adoption of the system. In his work on per-
ceived usefulness, perceived ease of use and acceptance of information technology,
Davis [14] found a significant correlation between the usage and perceived useful-
ness as well as the perceived ease of use. It was suggested that users are likely to
adopt an application primarily because of the functionalities it has, and then con-
sider how easy or hard it is to use, even though they would be often willing to adjust
to the difficulties of use. The author stressed the importance of usefulness because
a non-performing system cannot be adopted even if it is very easy to use.
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IV. METHODS
This work reports on findings of a field study consisting of experiments carried
out in a controlled environment. The study was conducted during the month of
December of 2011 at Kigali Institute of Science and Technology (KIST), a public
institution of higher learning in RWANDA (Africa). This institution was chosen
mainly because it offers a wide range of engineering courses, for which students
have to learn mathematics in classes of more than 150 students. Usually, mathemat-
ics at this institution is thought without any technology support, i.e. in a traditional
lecture mode. Hence there is a risk of the teacher not being able to follow the
progress of all students on a regular basis. Furthermore, KIST aspires to implement
technology-supported teaching and learning across all subjects in the near future,
thus it would be necessary to understand the students’ opinions on this issue. It
is in this regard that students were given iPad mobile tablet computers and the in-
structions on how to use the devices for solving mathematics problems as well as
providing feedback on the work of their peers. Figure 1 shows the students’ sitting
arrangement during an experiment.
Figure F.1: P2PASS experiment session
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The participants to this study were second year students in Civil Engineering,
Water and Environmental Engineering and Civil Engineering and Environmental
Technology as well. In a total of 27 participants, 22 (6 females and 16 males) re-
sponded to the survey questionnaire. The participants’ ages vary from 18 to 25 years
old; and all of them had neither a previous experience with the peer-assessment pro-
cess nor with the iPad mobile tablet computers.
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Civil Engineering and Environmental Technology as well. In a 
total of 27 participants, 22 (6 females and 16 males) responded 
to the survey questionnaire.  The participants’ ages vary from 
18 to 25 years old; and all of them had neither a previous 
experience with the peer-assessment process nor with the iPad 
mobile tablet computers.  
Before the experiments started, a mathematics lecturer 
provided the assignments on the module that he was teaching at 
the time (Fourier series). The assignments consisted of a set of 
questions to be uploaded onto an LMS at the beginning of the 
experiment and the reference answers to be shown to students 
after they have solved the questions themselves. Figure 2 
illustrates the P2PASS functional model. Subsequent to a 15 
minutes briefing session about the peer-assessment process and 
the technological tools, students were requested to work in 
groups of three so that they could collaborate in problem 
solving.  Each student was given an iPad mobile tablet 
computer and the individual students’ accounts on the LMS 
were provided for the students to access the assignment, as 
well as to submit their answers for assessment. Once a student 
completed an assignment, it was uploaded on the LMS, in 
order to allow other students to assess the work and provide 
feedback (peer-feedback). Each student was given access rights 
to the individual folders of three other students in order to 
assess them, so that everyone will have up to three peer-
feedbacks at the end. Every iPad was running iOS v.5 
operating system, and peer-feedback was supported by the PDF 
Expert v.3, an iPad application for editing and annotating 
documents of portable document format (PDF).  
TABLE 1.  MATHEMATICS ASSESSMENT RUBRIC (Adapted from [15] and [16]). 
Level  
of 
compet
ence 
Assessment criteria 
Understanding Strategies, 
Reasoning, 
Procedures 
Communication 
Low The solution 
addresses none 
or a few 
mathematical 
components 
presented in the 
task. 
The reasoning 
and strategy 
used do not help 
to solve the 
problem and 
there were 
many errors in 
mathematical 
procedures. 
There is no use or 
inappropriate use of 
mathematical 
representations, 
terminology and 
notation. The 
explanation of the 
solution can’t be 
understood. 
Mediu
m 
The solution 
addresses some, 
but not all of the 
mathematical 
components 
presented in the 
task. 
Some parts may 
be correct but a 
correct answer 
is not achieved. 
Could not 
completely 
carry out 
mathematical 
procedures. 
There is some use of 
mathematical 
terminology, 
representation and 
notation. The 
explanation may not 
be clearly presented. 
High The solution 
addresses all of 
the components 
presented in the 
task and shows 
a deep 
understanding 
of the problem. 
The strategy, 
mathematical 
reasoning and 
procedures used 
are correct and 
a correct answer 
is achieved. 
There is effective use 
of mathematical 
terminology, notation 
and there is a clear 
explanation. 
The mathematics assessment rubric shown in Table 1 was 
explained to students for them to understand the assessment 
criteria to follow in assessing their peers’ work. Then the 
correct answers were made available to the students as a 
reference, in order to allow them to judge their performance 
level.  
Marking was done primarily by writing on the touch screen 
either using a stylus pen or a finger on the answer-sheet as a 
PDF document, but it was also possible to type the review 
comments using the integrated keyboard.  All documents (the 
questions, students’ answers, reference answers and marked 
answer-sheets) were handled through “Fronter” LMS. 
Data collection methods consisted of direct observations by 
the researcher, semi-structured interviews with participants and 
a survey questionnaire. The questionnaire, which was delivered 
online at the end of the P2PASS sessions, comprised of closed-
ended questions and open-ended questions focusing on the 
pedagogical aspects and the technical usability of the mobile 
technology-supported peer-assessment.  Then quantitative 
methods were used to evaluate the students’ opinions measured 
on a 5-point Likert scale, and the qualitative methods were 
used to evaluate the answers to the open ended questions and 
the interviews’ responses.  
V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
A. Survey results and observations 
The P2PASS study was conducted in a series of 
experimental sessions with five to seven participants each 
time. The same researcher was there to administer the 
experiments and observe the participants’ behaviours as they 
undertake the tasks of answering the given mathematics 
exercises, peer-assessing the answers and answering the 
survey questionnaire. The initial observations were that all 
participants carried out the tasks with enthusiasm and 
eagerness to learn using the new facilities. Generally, 
participants managed to log on the LMS and download the 
question paper within the first 15 minutes; however in 2 out of 
Figure 2. P2PASS Functional model Figure F.2: P2PASS functional model
Before the experiments started, a mathematics lecturer provided the assignments
on the module that he was teaching at the time (Fourier series). The assignments
consisted of a set of questions to be uploaded onto an LMS at the beginning of the
experiment and the reference answers to be shown to students after they have solved
the questions themselves. Figure 2 illustrates the P2PASS functional model. Sub-
sequent to a 15 minutes briefing session about the peer-assessment process and the
technological tools, students were requested to work in groups of three so that they
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could collaborate in problem solving. Each student was given an iPad mobile tablet
computer and the individual students’ accounts on the LMS were provided for the
students to access the assignment, as well as to submit their answers for assessment.
Once a student completed an assignment, it was uploaded on the LMS, in order to
allow other students to assess the work and provide feedback (peer-feedback). Each
student was given access rights to the individual folders of three other students in or-
der to assess them, so that everyone will have up to three peer-feedbacks at the end.
Every iPad was running iOS v.5 operating system, and peer-feedback was supported
by the PDF Expert v.3, an iPad application for editing and annotating documents of
portable document format (PDF).
The mathematics assessment rubric shown in Figure F.3 was explained to stu-
dents for them to understand the assessment criteria to follow in assessing their
peers’ work. Then the correct answers were made available to the students as a
reference, in order to allow them to judge their performance level.
Marking was done primarily by writing on the touch screen either using a stylus
pen or a finger on the answer-sheet as a PDF document, but it was also possible
to type the review comments using the integrated keyboard. All documents (the
questions, students’ answers, reference answers and marked answer-sheets) were
handled through “Fronter” LMS.
Data collection methods consisted of direct observations by the researcher, semi-
structured interviews with participants and a survey questionnaire. The question-
naire, which was delivered online at the end of the P2PASS sessions, comprised
of closed-ended questions and open-ended questions focusing on the pedagogi-
cal aspects and the technical usability of the mobile technology-supported peer-
assessment. Then quantitative methods were used to evaluate the students’ opinions
measured on a 5-point Likert scale, and the qualitative methods were used to evalu-
ate the answers to the open ended questions and the interviews’ responses.
V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
A. Survey results and observations
The P2PASS study was conducted in a series of experimental sessions with five
to seven participants each time. The same researcher was there to administer the
experiments and observe the participants’ behaviours as they undertake the tasks
of answering the given mathematics exercises, peer-assessing the answers and an-
swering the survey questionnaire. The initial observations were that all participants
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Civil Engineering and Environmental Technology as well. In a 
total of 27 participants, 22 (6 females and 16 males) responded 
to the survey questionnaire.  The participants’ ages vary from 
18 to 25 years old; and all of them had neither a previous 
experience with the peer-assessment process nor with the iPad 
mobile tablet computers.  
Before the experiments started, a mathematics lecturer 
provided the assignments on the module that he was teaching at 
the time (Fourier series). The assignments consisted of a set of 
questions to be uploaded onto an LMS at the beginning of the 
experiment and the reference answers to be shown to students 
after they have solved the questions themselves. Figure 2 
illustrates the P2PASS functional model. Subsequent to a 15 
minutes briefing session about the peer-assessment process and 
the technological tools, students were requested to work in 
groups of three so that they could collaborate in problem 
solving.  Each student was given an iPad mobile tablet 
computer and the individual students’ accounts on the LMS 
were provided for the students to access the assignment, as 
well as to submit their answers for assessment. Once a student 
completed an assignment, it was uploaded on the LMS, in 
order to allow other students to assess the work and provide 
feedback (peer-feedback). Each student was given access rights 
to the individual folders of three other students in order to 
assess them, so that everyone will have up to three peer-
feedbacks at the end. Every iPad was running iOS v.5 
operating system, and peer-feedback was supported by the PDF 
Expert v.3, an iPad application for editing and annotating 
documents of portable document format (PDF).  
TABLE 1.  MATHEMATICS ASSESSMENT RUBRIC (Adapted from [15] and [16]). 
Level  
of 
compet
ence 
Assessment criteria 
Understanding Strategies, 
Reasoning, 
Procedures 
Communication 
Low The solution 
addresses none 
or a few 
mathematical 
components 
presented in the 
task. 
The reasoning 
and strategy 
used do not help 
to solve the 
problem and 
there were 
many errors in 
mathematical 
procedures. 
There is no use or 
inappropriate use of 
mathematical 
representations, 
terminology and 
notation. The 
explanation of the 
solution can’t be 
understood. 
Mediu
m 
The solution 
addresses some, 
but not all of the 
mathematical 
components 
presented in the 
task. 
Some parts may 
be correct but a 
correct answer 
is not achieved. 
Could not 
completely 
carry out 
mathematical 
procedures. 
There is some use of 
mathematical 
terminology, 
representation and 
notation. The 
explanation may not 
be clearly presented. 
High The solution 
addresses all of 
the components 
presented in the 
task and shows 
a deep 
understanding 
of the problem. 
The strategy, 
mathematical 
reasoning and 
procedures used 
are correct and 
a correct answer 
is achieved. 
There is effective use 
of mathematical 
terminology, notation 
and there is a clear 
explanation. 
The mathematics assessment rubric shown in Table 1 was 
explained to students for them to understand the assessment 
criteria to follow in assessing their peers’ work. Then the 
correct answers were made available to the students as a 
reference, in order to allow them to judge their performance 
level.  
Marking was done primarily by writing on the touch screen 
either using a stylus pen or a finger on the answer-sheet as a 
PDF document, but it was also possible to type the review 
comments using the integrated keyboard.  All documents (the 
questions, students’ answers, reference answers and marked 
answer-sheets) were handled through “Fronter” LMS. 
Data collection methods consisted of direct observations by 
the researcher, semi-structured interviews with participants and 
a survey questionnaire. The questionnaire, which was delivered 
online at the end of the P2PASS sessions, comprised of closed-
ended questions and open-ended questions focusing on the 
pedagogical aspects and the technical usability of the mobile 
technology-supported peer-assessment.  Then quantitative 
methods were used to evaluate the students’ opinions measured 
on a 5-point Likert scale, and the qualitative methods were 
used to evaluate the answers to the open ended questions and 
the interviews’ responses.  
V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
A. Survey results and observations 
The P2PASS study was conducted in a series of 
experimental sessions with five to seven participants each 
time. The same researcher was there to administer the 
experiments and observe the participants’ behaviours as they 
undertake the tasks of answering the given mathematics 
exercises, peer-assessing the answers and answering the 
survey questionnaire. The initial observations were that all 
participants carried out the tasks with enthusiasm and 
eagerness to learn using the new facilities. Generally, 
participants managed to log on the LMS and download the 
question paper within the first 15 minutes; however in 2 out of 
Figure 2. P2PASS Functional model 
Figure F.3: Mathematics assessment rubric (Adapted from [15] and [16])
carried out the tasks with enthusiasm and eagerness to learn using the new facilities.
Generally, participants managed to log on the LMS and download the question pa-
per within the first 15 minutes; however in 2 out of 4 sessions, the wireless network
was either not working or very unstable, thus making the connection to the net-
work difficult. Despite the technical challenges, students appeared very motivated
throughout the experiment, as they worked in groups of 2 to 3 students. The topic
of assessment was new to them and they collaborated in problem solving, showing
each other how to do while referencing to their class notes. The experiments helped
them to revise the course materials and work in groups towards a common goal. In
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addition to collaboration on problem solving, they were also helping each other in
finding the right tools on the iPad interface as shown in Figure F.4.
With reference to the correct answer-sheet from the lecturer, students assessed
Figure F.4: Students’ collaboration
each other’s work, and they were able to spot the mistakes and errors, then pro-
viding a feedback with detailed reasoning on the right procedures. For example in
Figure F.5, a student points out that “the function is odd” and another one states that
“Sin npi = 0 always”, which explains why the given answer is wrong. This kind of
feedback is helpful as a student mentioned: “it helped me because my classmates
corrected my maths mistakes and showed me what I should have done, and also
appreciated what I did well”.
Further on, the mathematics assessment rubric was mostly used by the students
to judge on the performance level, however in some cases, students preferred to use
grades for the performance appraisal.
Figure F.6 illustrates the appreciation of performance, where one assessor judged
the understanding, strategies, reasoning and procedures while another chose to give
the grade of 4 out of 5 to judge on the “communication”, since there is a “missing
formulae”. The level of details in the feedback shows a high level of student engage-
ment and responsibility as well as the willingness to help their peers to improve on
their work. Upon reception of the peer-feedback, the author observed participants
going through the comments and cross-checking with the answers from the lecturer.
It was noted that students realised their mistakes and they seemed encouraged
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Figure F.5: Peer-feedback.
 
 
 
Figure F.6: Performance assessment in the P2PASS.
to work again on the related/similar exercises within the context of the P2PASS
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in order to improve their performance. A participant said that one of the benefits
of the P2PASS is “less stress since you know that your colleague will assess you,
whereas marking by the teacher makes you nervous and you can’t write all your
ideas”. It was also said that P2PASS “is good because you feel comfortable with
your colleagues and it encourages competition among students”. Participants also
suggested that those who did well should explain their answers to others for them
to learn several approaches to problem solving.
Subsequent to peer-to-peer assessement sessions, participants answered a sur-
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Figure F.7: Opinion on peer-assessment
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Figure F.8: Confident to provide a fair and responsible feedback
vey questionnaire. The students were very positive about peer-assessment as shown
in Figure F.7, with 16 out of 22 participants (73%) who “Strongly like” it. The
majority of participants (86%) also felt confident to provide a fair and responsible
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feedback (in Figure F.8), and likewise the same number of participants expressed
confidence to be able to receive a fair and meaningful peer-feedback as presented in
Figure F.9.
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Figure F.9: Confident to receive a fair meaningful peer-feedback
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Figure F.10: Opinion on usefulness of peer-feedback
Regarding the usefulness of peer-feedback, Figure F.10 shows 17 students (77%)
who replied that peer-feedback is very useful whereas 4 (18%) deemed it useful.
This high level of perceived usefulness can explain why the students are very inter-
ested in peer-assessment. As the majority of participants mentioned, they are will-
ing to take part in P2PASS because of the expected help from their peers, the oppor-
tunity to see how others solve the given problems and the ability to share what they
know as a collective effort. The latter point supports our opinion that P2PASS pro-
motes collaborative knowledge construction, as the students gather the information,
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discuss in groups and agree on different approaches to solve the problem. On the
other hand, the new technology in this study also encouraged students’ participation,
this being reflected on the students’ opinion on the frequency of P2PASS shown in
Figure F.11. Students suggested that P2PASS should take place every week (82% of
the participants); however we believe that this is not only due to the perceived use-
fulness of peer-feedback, but also the excitement about the technology-supported
learning. In fact, 14 participants (64%) mentioned technology in their answers on
what they liked about the system (processes) used in P2PASS, with one of them stat-
ing: “I liked answering and making feedback using the pen of the iPad and share
them online”. Hence, we suggest that, P2PASS should be organised at least once
every two weeks. Besides the usefulness, the system was also effective as shown in
Figure F.12, where 13 (59%) and 8 (36%) participants spent up to 20 minutes and
40 minutes respectively on providing peer-feedback. The numbers are encouraging,
considering that if every student was to provide up to three peer-feedbacks it would
take between one and 2 hours for everyone to have their work assessed, whereas
the teacher would spend much more time, if possible at all, to provide similar feed-
backs to a large class of students (up to 300 students in some cases of engineering
mathematics classes).
18
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Every 3 weeks
Once a month
Figure F.11: Opinion on the frequency of feedback
In addition to the benefits of the technology involved in P2PASS, participants
mentioned other motivational factors in providing peer-feedback, such as boosting
the confidence for those who did well, being there for each other, seeing own weak-
nesses and the way to improve, getting used to competition, and the necessity to
mark others accurately as they also anonymously mark your work, just to name a
few.
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Figure F.12: Effectiveness (time spent on providing P2PASS)
The users’ opinions on the easiness to provide feedback reflect some level of
difficulty as shown in Figure F.13. This indicates the need to equip students with
the necessary skills for authentic assessment, for instance to improve their ability to
recognise any knowledge gaps as well as to understand the assessment rubric used
for performance evaluation.
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Figure F.13: Easiness to provide feedback
On the other hand however, the majority of participants were satisfied with the
P2PASS (Figure F.14) as the system was easy to use and interesting as shown in
Figure F.15 and Figure F.16 respectively.
The system used in this study was easy to learn since all participants were
novices yet they managed to learn how to use it in a single session. It was also
effective because apart from one participant who lost his work without saving it,
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Figure F.14: Opinion on satisfaction with the P2PASS
everybody else completed all tasks. However, the system was not so intuitive; the
users had often to ask the researcher (in addition to the written instructions) regard-
ing the tools to edit, save or retrieve a file. There were also problems with the system
interaction and recovery from errors (the user interface did not provide useful error
messages for the user to understand how to recover from the errors and proceed
with their tasks).
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Figure F.15: Easiness to use the system
The mobile tablet technology allows users to directly and naturally write on the
documents with their fingers, especially when they need to make a point at a par-
ticular location on a document, and this was put to good use while marking the
mathematics papers. Unlike other forms of computer-mediated assessment, the as-
sessor can give comments at the exact place where it’s needed rather than the end of
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Figure F.16: Opinion on the system appearance and responsiveness
the document, thus enabling easy access for the reader. Using iPad in mathematics
learning has an added value, as one of the students commented that “it helped so
much, it enabled us write using pens -stylus- like we do on papers resolving maths
problems”. We argue that this is faster than using the mathematical editors (e.g.
Latex editor) when the work needs to be shared online by the students. The partici-
pants also reiterated the benefits of the iPad mobility and portability as they would
be able to take part in peer-feedback provision on their own pace, regardless of the
time and location ( if there is Internet connectivity ).
B. Challenges and limitations
The implementation of P2PASS is dependent on a good wireless connection
(Wi-Fi) and a stable Internet connection. The experimental work was affected by
the loss of Internet link which resulted in postponement of the P2PASS session in
some cases. Furthermore, the university organisation today is not prepared to sup-
port the modern approach of P2PASS, because of the administrative and technical
challenges.
The students’ tasks in the study were limited to solving and marking only one
mathematics question (the answer could fill up to 7 pages for some students) due to
limited time. It was also not possible to carry out multiple sessions with the same
participants in order to judge the impact of peer-feedback on their performance.
Further on, the students found it challenging to get introduced to a new concept of
learning plus the new technological approach and yet to be required at the same
time to apply those to a new topic on their course. That seemed a lot to learn for
them in a short time. The improvements can be made in terms of students’ pre-
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paredness, network infrastructure availability, and the usability aspects of the iPad
applications for peer-assessment as well as the integration of formative assessment
into the curriculum.
V. CONCLUSIONS
iPad technology-supported formative assessment of a mathematics course was
investigated. The study took place in a society where higher education, especially
in engineering subjects, is very much considered as the best way to ensure a pros-
perous future. The access to information and communication technology is still
very limited to the students’ communities and every opportunity to experience new
technology is regarded as an added value.
The social context in Rwanda is also such that there is a higher tendency of
the people to collaboratively work towards reaching common goals in everyday
life. Therefore, the students are very positive about collaborative learning. They
responded very well to the new approach of technology-supported learning and ex-
pressed their desire to have the formative assessment implemented in their learning
plan.
The study uncovered the students’ potential to contribute to the construction
of their knowledge and the capacity to fairly and objectively assess each other’s
progress. The students were motivated both by the expectation to receive the feed-
back and the opportunity to learn from their peers.
With the P2PASS, the students can answer the mathematics questions without
feeling the stress of the teacher’s judgment; they are free to try more methods and
procedures. There is also a strong indication of possible improvements in student
engagement in learning because the peer-feedback encourages more revising of the
study materials as well as the development of a mental ability to compare a stu-
dent’s performance against the reference performance level or goal. Current iPad
applications can serve well the purpose of P2PASS, but further work can be done
to design and implement a more integrated solution to improve the user experience.
Additionally, a similar study can be undertaken over a longer period of time to allow
a comparative study on the mastery of the subject and the performance between two
groups of students, one in a traditional learning setting and another one with regular
technology-supported peer-feedback.
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For Mathematics Using Mobile Technology:
A Student Centred Approach
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Abstract — The success of mobile technology for learning tools depends not
only on the technical design aspects but also on pedagogical issues. Students’
involvement in designing the tools is one of the key factors for their engage-
ment in technology supported learning. Students should be actively involved
in developing innovative solutions which are likely to improve their skills as
well as their performance. In this study work, the students participated in
iterative design processes of a mobile tablet based peer-to-peer assessment sys-
tem (P2PASS) for mathematics, and in real life deployment on a mathematics
course. The paper reports on two major concepts: the user centred design
in practice and the pedagogical implications of formative assessment in mathe-
matics education at university level. The improvements on the usability aspects
of the P2PASS system are discussed together with the potential role that such
a system could play in collaborative learning of mathematics.
Keywords—User centered design; mobile learning; assessment.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Mathematics is a core subject in engineering education, and students who struggle
with mathematics are more likely to fail in other subjects too. In fact, most of engi-
neering subjects heavily rely on mathematics in one way or another. Consequently,
it is not unusual to find large mathematics classes in the faculty of engineering at
many universities. Large classes come with a big challenge to the teaching staff to
interact with all students, and there is a risk of limited control over the students’
progress during the course of study. Thus, there should be a possibility to help the
students to become less dependent on the teacher, and facilitate opportunities for
constructing the new knowledge together based on their existing skills. The stu-
dents could build upon individual experiences to expand their body of knowledge
through negotiations as well as social interactions among themselves.
The authors believe that students have different learning abilities but each and
everyone has a potential to perform better if equipped with the right tools. It is our
understanding that the right tools are not only the material equipment but also the
teaching and learning methods. Hence, there is a need to establish a right balance
between the two categories. In fact, there is a group of students who do not do so
well because they need more interaction with others in the learning scenario; but
there are still those who fail because of the lack of motivation and/or interest in a
given subject (mathematics in this case).
This study intends to contribute a possible solution which can potentially en-
hance the students’ learning of mathematics. Founded on the social constructivist
theory of learning [1][2], the solution enables students to work together towards
achieving a common goal. The key concept is that students perform regular assess-
ments of their learning progress, whereby students assess each other’s work under
the explicit guidelines of the teacher. It is argued that the students get more engaged
and pay extra effort to learn more while they assess their colleagues’ work.
Furthermore, of our interest are the tools chosen to support such a learning sce-
nario. Hereby, consideration is given to a technology supported learning tool us-
ing mobile tablet computers and web technologies. The prospects of using mobile
technology in learning environments are on the rise given the promises to allow
ubiquitous flexible learning. However, mobile learning in mathematics and related
subjects comes with challenges of its own because of the very nature of the mathe-
matical notations. It is neither easy nor practical to represent mathematical objects
and ideas using the keyboard/ keypad on a feature mobile phone or a smart phone
(up to 4 inches screen size). This challenge is not limited to the mobile phones but
also the Laptop computers with a full size keyboard. It is still not efficient for stu-
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dents to use any formula editors to solve the mathematical problems and plot some
graphs. This study argues that a mobile tablet can provide a better user interface,
where the students can naturally write mathematical symbols, plot graphs and cor-
rect their colleagues’ work as it is done like using pen and paper.
The aim of this article is to present what happens when students are involved in
developing a mobile technology based learning system. The students’ behavior is
studied as they get engaged in a form of formative assessment designed for mathe-
matics. Proposed is a solution that was designed with the students as co-designers.
Software design, as any other product design, requires the involvement of the users
from the early stages of development to ensure that the end product will serve the
purpose. The usability testing is carried out to find out design problems so that they
can be progressively addressed throughout the design process. The authors argue
that when a representative sample of students contribute in the solution design, more
students are likely to use and adopt the system in their learning. It is noted that in
addition to the students, this study also considered inputs from three professors who
teach mathematics at the undergraduate level.
In the next section, the state of art in mobile learning and mathematics peer as-
sessment is presented. Then the article continues, in Section 3, with a description
of the user centred design methods that are used in this study. Section 4 contains
the results of the investigation and discussions as well. Finally, a conclusion and
the future directions are given in Section 5.
II. STATE-OF-THE-ART
A. Mobile learning in Mathematics
Students and teachers need mobility and flexibility, both of which can be achieved
with mobile technologies. Tella [3] presented the phenomenon of “M-Learning”
(also commonly known as “mobile learning”) referring to the use of mobile tech-
nologies to study and communicate. The term “mobile learning” however, can mean
different things depending on the context of use. In order to avoid any ambiguities,
in this article, mobile learning refers to a learning situation in which the student
makes use of one or many mobile device(s) to access the learning material (con-
tent), to edit the learning material and to carry out any other activities intended to
enabling the knowledge and skills acquisition in the context of a subject of study.
Mobile learning applications for learning mathematics are being developed in
various settings, from simple arithmetic operations to advanced topics such as statis-
tics and calculus. Robledo-Rella et al. [4] developed mobile learning resources to
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increase the learning literacy of the 5th grade in Mathematics. The authors found
that the mobile learning resources had a positive impact on the students’ perfor-
mance in terms of the ability to solve the mathematics problems. The literature
suggests that mobile learning can help to engage students in learning mathematics,
through scenarios that enable authentic context and solving real world problems
[5][6].
B. Peer assessment in Mathematics
“Peer assessment” is a process that can be used to monitor the students’ progress
with the intention of helping them to progressively meet their learning goals. In a
peer assessment process, the students are involved in assessing each other’s work
and providing constructive feedback.
In a previous study [7], we found that the students would be interested in getting
regular feedback from their colleagues. Further on, we have worked with students
to understand their requirements and attitudes towards mobile technology supported
peer-to-peer assessment in mathematics courses [8] . The concept of “peer-to-peer
assessment” originates from the “peer-to-peer” model used in communications net-
works, where each entity works both as a server and a client for others. In the same
way, in “P2PASS”, each student assesses and provides feedback on the work of
other students and vice versa. The study in [8] shows that mobile tablet technol-
ogy can greatly contribute to the integration of peer-to-peer assessment into mathe-
matics education; and providing peer-feedback is a practical approach to formative
assessment. In a related study, students showed a potential to objectively assess
mathematics, and the importance of collaboration in problem solving was observed
[9].
P2PASS in mathematics exhibit several challenges related to the process itself,
especially concerning the objectivity in assessment. As students may not be able
to qualitatively assess mathematics, the assessment rubrics and a sample of correct
answers are given to them for reference. Students should be able to understand the
assessment criteria but also have usable tools for the purpose. There is a need for
special tools to handle mathematical expressions. Our studies have explored a mo-
bile tablet technology supported solution, with facilities to solve the mathematics
problems on the tablet computer. The students were able to receive immediate feed-
back on their work through a learning management system. On the other hand, the
tools used in those early studies were not integrated and the students faced technical
usability problems.
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III. METHODS
This work follows the empirical research practices, with the knowledge being de-
rived as a result of observations and experiments. The key players here are the
students: their inputs influence the design decisions regarding the peer-to-peer as-
sessment tool as well as the implementation and evaluation.
A user centered design approach ensures that the product is designed with an
understanding of the needs of the intended users, in this case the students. Hence,
the students were involved in this work as co-designers:
• Preliminary interviews were carried out to understand the students’ percep-
tions about the peer-to-peer assessment concept. The students also expressed
their views about a potential mobile technology supported tool. A total of 12
students were interviewed.
• 2 Computer science students were hired for software coding tasks. They also
provided input for the user interface designs.
• 10 students participated in usability studies, and they were involved at all
stages of design until and after a working prototype was realized. The partici-
pants comprised of 3 females and 7 male students, between 18 and 30 years of
age. The sample target group was undergraduate engineering students taking
at least one mathematics course at the time of the study.
The researchers in this study recruited students participants using messages sent
through the learning management system as well as direct contacts to random stu-
dents. All of the test users voluntarily took part in the experiments. Even though the
computer science students who did the software coding tasks were also volunteers,
they had to get a recommendation /approval from their study coordinator.
The goal of a usability testing is to identify the usability problems of the system
in a real life scenario. Multiple user studies are carried out, throughout the design
cycle, from early concepts to a working prototype as shown in Figure G.1. Gen-
erally, it is assumed that a substantially large number of users would provide more
information to the design team. However, in this study there are resource constraints
because, one, the research project is undertaken by the students who must complete
their work in a short term; and two the financial implications of working with many
test users.
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Figure G.1: Iterative design process
The sample size in user studies has been widely debated, in some cases with
indications that almost all significant problems are likely to be found with the first
three users [10]. In fact, an empirical evidence was presented suggesting that up
to 80% of the usability problems are detected with four to five users [11]. It was
further argued that increasing the number of users in the same test is not likely to
bring new information; therefore it would be more effective to iteratively carry out
many tests with a few users [12], rather than a few tests with many users.
The design in this work was an iterative cycle with designs being constantly
evaluated against the users’ requirements following the processes shown in Figure
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G.2. The usability testing is part of an iterative test-and-design cycle. The test-
ing consisted of cognitive walkthrough sessions, during which the participants were
given a scenario with well-defined tasks to complete. Using the “Think aloud”
method, test users were encouraged to communicate their experience while they
perform the given tasks. They were also required to note down on a piece of paper
any problems that they may encounter. The think aloud method is one of the tech-
niques of choice in usability testing [13], because the users can externalize their
views and thoughts while they are performing the given task(s). This technique
gives opportunities to the evaluator or researcher to make sense of what is going on
in the minds of the test users; regarding how they feel about the interaction with
the system under test. The information collected through this method was comple-
mented by the researcher’s observations and unstructured interviews at the end of a
test session. Additionally, participants completed web based surveys comprising of
attitude questions on a 5-point Likert scale as well as open ended questions.
All of the user studies took place in a controlled environment, with audio and
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Figure G.2: User Centered Design Processes (Based on ISO 13407).
video recording. The usability testing was carried out in three major steps:
• Low fidelity test: designs were evaluated using paper mockups. The users
were asked to perform tasks on mockup interfaces created using an open
source graphical user interface (GUI) prototyping tool, the Evolus Pencil [14].
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• Medium fidelity test: this is a second stage of testing with dummy user inter-
faces. The prototype GUI was mapped into a slide presentation, in such a way
that each task button would open a link to a corresponding slide.
• High fidelity tests: a series of user studies were undertaken to find usability
problems on a fully working prototype.
IV. RESULTS
A. Peer-to-peer assessment system for mathematics
During the first two months of the study, the user requirements were defined.
The peer-to-peer assessment process shown in Figure G.3 was devised with inputs
from students and three teachers of mathematics at the undergraduate level.
It is understood that the teacher provides the assignment questions together with
examples of the solutions that are revealed to the students when they assess each
other’s work. Obviously, the solutions are not shown to students until they have
finished answering the questions on their own.
Based on the user and organizational requirements, an application, called “The
Agder Peer Assessment System (A-PASS)”, was developed. A-PASS is a mobile
technology supported solution that can allow users to write mathematical expres-
sions on the mobile tablet in the same way as pen and paper. A-PASS provides
the opportunities of a step by step assessment and feedback on the mathematics
answer rather than assessing the final answer only. It also has a feature to provide
an overall written feedback. The solution is a web application that considered the
Apple iPad mobile tablet computer as the end user platform. The software is based
on Microsoft .Net architecture with C#, SQL database and HTML5/CSS3. The ap-
plication is hosted on a Windows Server 2008, with Internet Information Services
(IIS) 7.5.
A-PASS has two main interfaces: the students’ interface and the teachers’ inter-
face. The students’ interface enables them to solve the assignments, to assess and
provide feedback to each other, to view individual feedback and to edit personal
details. The teachers’ interface is for managing the assignments as well as moni-
toring the students’ progress. The illustration in Figure G.4 shows an example of
a student’s interface, where a student named “Teta Annie” is providing assessment
and feedback on an anonymous student’s work. The user interface has a possibility
to write on top of the answer sheet for marking. This is expected to help the student
see where he/she has made a mistake in the answer. The assessor can also write
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Figure G.3: Peer-to-peer assessment process.
what is missing (like the brackets shown in the equation). On the right side of the
interface, the marker can also provide a detailed feedback by typing and a perfor-
mance grade as well (Low, Medium, High). An assessment rubric is provided under
the “Assessment Criteria” tab, with details of performance grades. The assessor can
access all tools on one single page, hence avoiding the page loading delays or un-
necessary steps between multiple pages. In case of uncertainty, the assessor can
check on the right answer from the teacher by simply clicking on the ”Solution”
button. This interface, although not perfect, is a result of many design iterations
following the user studies.
A-PASS is designed to support collaborative learning. The students work in
groups, and each student can receive up to three reviews (feedback) from the col-
leagues. In Figure G.5, a student has chosen to view feedback from the first re-
viewer; he could also see the feedback from others including the teacher (optional).
There is also a provision for complaining should someone try to abuse the system
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Figure G.4: Student interface for providing feedback.
(“cyber bullying”) or unfairly give a negative feedback.
Figure G.5: Student interface to view own feedback.
The teacher can create a course in order to give assignment to the students.
When the students register, they have to choose a course among other things, and
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the system places them into students’ groups for them to work together. Initially,
the groups are randomly created, but on successive rounds the students are grouped
with consideration to their previous performances. The assignments are uploaded
to the system either as PDF file or through the system interface which supports a
mathematics engine (MathJax) in the browser. The teacher must set the start and
end time of the assignment for the students to know when they can assess each
other’s work. Figure G.6 shows an interface for managing the assignments.
Figure G.6: Teacher’s interface to manage the assignments.
The teacher should be able to monitor the performance in order to help students
to achieve the learning goals.
The interface shown in Figure G.7 is for the teacher to see the student’s answers
and the review from other students. This information is crucial for the teacher to
see any knowledge gaps but also to ensure that the student generated feedbacks are
fair and meaningful.
B. Usability tests
Usability testing aims at discovering the users’ attitudes and perceptions towards
the system, for the design team to make a more usable system. Several usability
tests were carried out, but this paper reports on the last two tests, “A” and “B” as
shown in Table 1 (Figure G.8). In each test, five participants were asked to answer
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Figure G.7: Teacher’s view of the student feedback.
questions related to usability criteria shown in the table. During the second test, the
same participants were asked the same usability questions but the system had been
improved based on the results of the test “A”. The tasks given in test “A” were to
solve very basic algebra questions whereas in test “B” more complex questions on
Laplace transformations were used.
User 1 User 2 User 3 User 4 User 5 Average
5 2 1 4 2 2,8
3 4 4 5 4 4
Yes Yes No Yes Yes
Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
5 3 5 4 5 4,4
4 4 4 5 2 3,8
Yes Yes No Yes No
Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
5 4 4 2 2 3,4
4 4 4 4 4 4
Ability to recover from the errors A
B
Easiness of learning A
B
Sytem appearance A
B
Usability criteria Usability test
Easiness of using A
B
Effectiveness (Ability to complete the tasks) A
B
Figure G.8: Technical usability test results.
Understandably, the second test would require the users to write longer mathe-
matical expressions, which may need navigating between multiple answer pages.
This affected the participants’ opinion on the system appearance in test “B” as
shown in Figure G.9. In addition to that, the cognitive load increases as the mathe-
matics questions get tougher, hence reducing the users’ resources that would other-
wise be used to recall or recognize the system functionalities.
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The participants to the final usability test also answered pedagogical usabil-
ity related questions, designed with reference to the work of Hadjerrouit [15] and
Nokelainen [16].
The results in Figure G.11 suggest that the students can see pedagogical benefits
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Figure G.9: Students’ opinions on the system appearance.
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Figure G.10: Students’ opinions on the ease of use and learning.
of peer-to-peer assessment. It is noted though, that these are only early indications.
There is a limited evidence, since most of the values are within the range of 3 to 4
on Likert scale.
Consideration is given to the small sample size, because even a change in opin-
ion by one participant has a big impact on the average. Although it is too early
to firmly confirm that P2PASS has enhanced students’ learning, it is clear that the
students were given more opportunities to discuss and negotiate the approaches
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Figure G.11: Students’ opinions on Pedagogical usability of A-PASS.
to problem solving. The students were also observed consulting their class notes,
mathematics textbooks and websites, which increased their exposure to the learning
material. The peer-feedback helped the students to see their weaknesses so that they
can make necessary adjustments to bridge the knowledge gap.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
This article presents the findings of a study on the development of a modern for-
mative assessment system for mathematics at the university level. The involvement
of students at all stages of the design cycle has resulted in a promising assessment
system with enhanced user experience. Additionally, the students confirmed the
perceived usefulness of the system and the pedagogical implications.
The system was designed as a proof of concept where the iPad was specifically
targeted; hence there might be a need to make minor adjustments to ensure the best
user experience on other platforms such as Android based systems. It is noted that
this system has also been satisfactorily tested across multiple web browsers on the
Personal Computer (PC). However it may be challenging to write the mathematical
expressions using a PC mouse. A touch screen interface or a tablet pad may be
required.
A-PASS is a step further towards a mobile tablet technology based peer assess-
ment system for mathematics; however this study found challenges that should be
addressed in order to make the students fully benefit from the system.
On the technical side, there is a need for sufficient resources to handle multi-
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media files processing. It was observed that sometimes there are loading delays on
the web pages and the cache memory on the iPad is saturated quite easily. The user
experience is affected by the responsiveness of the web based system in a sense that
the user needs to often perform the page refresh in order to accomplish a desired
task. In addition to the lack of resources, the size of the tablet also matters because
the users are used to writing mathematics on an A4 size sheet, and in this case they
have to use a smaller interface. It may take some time for the users to familiarize
themselves with the interface. There is also the price tag that comes with the tablet
computers, but probably they will be more affordable as the technology matures.
From a pedagogical point of view, the study uncovered a lack of awareness for
both the teaching staff and the students. The concept of peer assessment in math-
ematics is new at the faculty, let alone the use of iPad for learning mathematics.
Hence, there would be need for changes in the teaching and learning methods. Stu-
dents participation in the study was affected by other study priorities, in the sense
that some students did not complete all the peer-assessment tasks in due time. Per-
haps there should be incentives to make students more involved in such tasks.
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